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Zbigniew Brzezinski,
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6:30

Dinner with Mr.

and Mrs.
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Kirkland

-

Residence.
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The Honorable Jimmy Carter

El®ctrostat�c Ccpy M�de

President of the United States
The White House
Washington,
Dear Mr.

D.

ous
for Prese�Nataon Purp

20500

C.

President:

May I be one of many to congratulate you upon your signing the bill to
create the Synthetic Fuels Corporation?

It is,

in my view,

a very real

and positive step towards solution of this country's energy problems.
The purpose of this letter is to not only congratulate and commend you
for your efforts,

but to encourage you to keep the agribusiness sector

in mind as you consider people for appointment to the Synthetic Fuels
Corporation Board of Directors.

In addition to agriculture being a

substantial user of energy, it also has great potential for real contribution
to energy production in the areas of synthetic fuels.
I will not presume to nominate anyone at this time,

but will be pleased

to do so if you wish.
Again,

our hearty congratulations and best wishes_to you and yours.

s��

BRUCE KING
Governor

cc:

Honorable Bob Bergland,

Secretary,

' .

United States Department of Agriculture
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FOR THE RECORD
FRANK MOORE RECEIVED A COPY OF
THE ATTACHED.

NAME Rep.

TITLE

Robert Duncan

Representative

Frank Moore�;>.

CITY/STATE Portland, Oregon
Phone Number--Home

(s_oj)

547-3484 through 5/25

Work (.2Jl2) 2 2 5-4 81 1
Other(_)

Requested by Bi 11 cahl e /t511l
Date of Request 5/22/80

(Town- Yachats)

_______

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary)
Mr.

Duncan was defeated in his primary race last Tuesday.

A phone call from you now would be a thoughtful gesture.
Last year, Mr. Duncan (Chairman of the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Transportation) was helpful to most of our efforts
to control spending in this area.
Overall, he has generally supported
our positions .

NOTES:

(Date of Call
��sctil'o�t�i:�� Copy M�de

for P!l'ssawSJt!oiiTI Purpof'las

(continued on back)

Conversations that my staff has had with Department of
Transportation officials since his defeat reveal a real fear
that

we

may lose his cooperation within

his Appropriations

Subcommittee.
In your conversation with Mr�
appreciation for his past support
Am track, were very helpful).
Additionally,

Duncan you might mention your
(his efforts last year on

should the conversation permit,

you might

suggest that you would look forward to meeting with him sometime
soon

to discuss his plans

and how

we might

assist him.

:v'

.

---------------- -----

N AME _.:::.P�E
. :..= T..:!::
E!.::.
R�W !...:.�R�O�D�I� N
O
;.!,; �,

155'/

�R� . ---_:J

Chairman,

TITLE Congressman/ House Judiciary Committee
CITY/STATE

Newark,

New

Phone Number- -Home(_)

Date of Request

./7tJ/
<"-u.

�

-------

________

225-3436

Work(_)
Other(_)

Jersey

Frank Moore/
Requested by Jim Copeland

_______

INFORMATION (Continued on back if necessary)
Rodino worked hard on the Fair Housing bill especially with Hembers of the
New Jersey delegation and the full Committee Chairs who were undecided.
TALKING

1.

PO INTS

I was extremely happy to hear
House

needs

your

of your victory last Tuesday.

continued leadership.

- - - - - - ------ ---- -------- ------------------------------------------

NOTES:

(Date of

Call

The

----- ------------

Jpyer)

)

_____
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2.

Thank

you for helping on Fair Housing.-

You and

Don did

a superb

job of managing the bill.

3.

One

more matter --

Reform bill.

thank you for holding

This has helped

community that we're serious

up markup on the

convince the

about the threats

amendment and the legislative veto

Regulatory

Republic�ns and business
posed by the Bumpers

�revision.
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NAME

Frank Moore/

S enator

TITLE

M issoula,

CITY/STATE

Montana

Phone Number--Home

(

___

Work

(

_

Other

(

INFORMATION
Until

late

)
)
)

o

I
---

Request

7/22/80

Markup-10:00 a.m.

224-2651

today

224-5225

_

(Continued on back if ne cessary)

yesterday it appeared that

Baucus is

TALKING

�---Dat_e_Q_f

_______
________

would receive support from
Max

Requested by Jim Copeland

the

Bayh-Heflin enforcement procedure

9 of the 17 Members on the Judiciary Committee.

now wavering.

POINTS
understand that you have had some

� �l! =
-

NOTES:
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(Date of Call
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problems with

__________________ ___
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the Fair Housing

� ?Y ���
_
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I hope you will support the Bayh-Heflin enforcement procedure.

0

As you know under their approach,

complaints

would go first to

an Administrative Law Judge who will be totally independent of
the

Department of Housing and Urban

Development.

This approach

is far superior to Deconcini's which really provides no improvement
to the

present

system because it requires the consent of all parties

before any resolution of alleged enforcement could

even be started.

Though discrimination in housing was prohibited in the 1968

o

Civil

Rights Act -- we have had no effective means of enforcing the law.
Recent studies have shown that more than half of the blacks and
Hispanics who seek housing (rental or· purchase) encounter some type
of discri�ination.

EUsctll'ost�tfc Ccpy M�tt9
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FOR THE RECORD
ARNIE MILLER AND JACK WATSON
RECEIVED A COPY OF THE ATTACHED.

NAME

Reginald Jones

& CEO of General Electric

TITLE Chairman
CITY/STATE

Fairfield,

Phone Number--Home

INFOR��TION

Connecticut

(20� 869-2660

Work

( 20 �

Other

(_)

Requested by
Date of Requ

3 7 3- 2136
_
_____
_

(Continued on back if necessary)

As we indicated in our memorandum of May 19, Reg Jones has agreed to help
us with the recruitment of a CEO and Members of the Board for the ESC. lie
had a long talk with Irv Shapiro. Shapiro will consider serving on the
Board but does not want to be the CEO. Reg will continue to work on l1im
for the Board position.
Reg and Bill Miller agreed that Bill Miller ought to work on frank Cary.
------------------------------ ------ ------------------------------------

NOTES:

(Date of Call ____)_

,<:f·· .,
•

.
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�,

'

(
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-------------

'r

Miller is arranging to meet with Cary in
days.
.
If we cannot get Cary, we want Reg and Shapiro to work on Fletcher ·Byrom •
and Robert Charpie, our other CEO candidates.
We think it would help for you to call Reg Jones and thank him for his
help on the project. We feel this will encourage him to continue helping
to recruit a high-level CEO and to convince Shapiro to serve on the
Board .
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MEETING TO DISCUSS FARM POLICY WITH CHAIRMEN
HERMAN TALMADGE AND TOM FOLEY
Wednesday,

8:45 a.m.

July 23, 1980
(15 minutes)

The Oval Office
From:

I.

Frank Moore

���

�

P URPOSE
To discuss farm policy.

II.

BACKGROUND,

PARTICIPANTS

Background:

&

PRESS PLAN

Several months ago,

Chairman Torn Foley of

the House Agriculture Committee requested a meeting with
you to discuss farm policy.

Foley felt that we needed

to develop a policy before the Fall campaign.
request was made before the current drought,
greatly

His original

which has

increased our need for a policy.

Chairman Talmadge has been invited to
P articipants:

The President,

join the meeting.

Chairmen Talmadge and Foley,

Frank

Moore,

Dan Tate,

Bill Cable and Lynn Daft.

Press

Plan:

Full press at the beginning of the meeting,

followed by White House photographer only.

III.

TALKING POINTS
Talking points will be supplied by Lynn Daft.

?'?"//f'-N Jl' 0 �;;
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TALKING POINTS
OPENING
o

(Press c6vei::age) :.

" ;,· :---��:·�·:·.�-;

.

..,_: '�\..
.
i ty of weather and
;the u�predictabi:l
Farrriers .liVe wfth;
··-.the ·:.unqer_tatrifyio£.,::th�ir· :markets·, :'year-in·:·and year out.
That.:.is;· part :of ·the. :·nature··of-.- farming.· _ · Yet, this has
. beeri· an,·es'peciai'l§--'ciif.fi c utt year f.or many American
�.a:-�niers·�··.,. ::-Rapid.: incr ease s �-ip:pfo9-li¢tion. costs I led by
-. higher ·energ.y:,pric·�s 1 have squeez�d net farm income
hard.· · we have' acted firmly- to' bring . down inflation
arid in teres't ra:t.es �- arid. the. m'e�i:£ures we have taken are
We ·are moving as wel;T to end the dependence
working.
on imported oil that makes ·farmers so vulnerable.
More recently, drought and unusually•hot weather have
damaged crops in certain regions of the country.
',•"

.

__

..

'

.·

.

.

'

0

In light of the economic problems this has.produced for
so many family farmers, I have invited Senator Talmadge
and Congressman Foley, Chairmen of their respective
Agriculture Committees, to sit down withme this morning
to discuss measures we might cooperatively take to provide
needed assistance.

o

I am proud of our past accomplishments in working with the
Congress in the farm policy field. ·Working together, we
have fashioned the most effective, most far-sighted
agricultural policy.in this nat-ion's history.
Nevertheless,
we must not be blinded by the need to adjust and fine-tune
this policy as conditions change.
This ±s the topic of
our conversation today.

DETAILED POINTS. (Closed Session)
o

Although there are several topics that we could profitably
discuss, I would like to focus first on the i·ssue of loan
rates and the proposed legislatiqn that has been-reported
out of both committees to authorfze. special loans for grain
entering the farmer-owned grain :resferve.

Whf'.l�

I am convinced of the need to bring_our price supports
mo:r:e i� line'with rapidly risil).g·production costs, I believe
:there are a col.lple important factors in· making such chan,ges
to be c6nsidered:

0

__

._

(1)

-_

·

The "con-tin11ing need for budgetary restraint; and
.
..

(2}

'·

·The ·need to preserve the overall integrity and
. ' :design of our current policy framework.

_

-,.--·

-· .

...,._ .

o

With these factors in mind,

I am considering the following:

: ary Bergland to immediately raise
Asking· Secret
the basic·::_loan rate for 1980 crop wheat to
$2�80 and the 'basic .loan rate fbr 1980 crop corn
:
...
to $2.
' 25
. ;�·

(-1)

-

· ·

· '

··

.

·

·

,
At t4e�.s ame
we would. administratively raise
th.e .reserve: ·i el e i'lse: a:iicf cai1: .l e vel's ' ±n proportion
to·>th.e, ·i ncrease-in the basic ;loan rates "'·(wheat: to
$4.20 and $5.18i'i corn:· to •$2�81 and $3.26).

'tl�e/

(2)

·� .:

Finally,
measures
grain at
(wheat:

(3)

we would endorse the pending legislation
to provide speciial loan rates for reserve
the levels contained in the House bill
$3.30; corn: $·2.40)·, provided:

a)

that an interest waiver for grain going in
reserve is not mandated; and

b)

that the reserve call levels are not legislatively
set.

I would appreciate your counsel on these actions.

o

With regard to the drought, I have already asked
Secretary Bergland to provide a full report on the
severity of the damage and to take whatever steps are
necessary to ensure that the several existing disaster
relief programs we now have are implemented to full effect.
I have also asked John Mac::::y, Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency to coordinate programs
government-wide for the same purpose.
(NOTE:
Senator
Talmadge has recently introduced a bill that would defer
FmHA loan repayments for up to 3 years) .

•
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The Vice President
Jack Watson
Al McDonald
Jody Powell
Sarah Weddington

,·,·.

Stu Eizenstat
Anne Wexler

.- . ...
.

Lloyd Cutlet
Frank Moore
Gene Eidenberg
Jim Mcintyre

· ���a· �:r. :i-� i:.���rzm���J;�.

,�--. ,$.··-��,.

-, .. ,.., . .,.
: ..�:::.

.A:lfred

Kahn

Hedley

Donovan

The attac hed material

:.> �. -

was returned

in the President's outbox and is
forwarded to you

for

you own

personal information.
Rick

Hutcheson

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
EYES ONLY
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Office of the
Administrator
of Veterans Affairs

Washington, ·o.c. 20420

Veterans
Administration

July 22,

py Msde
Electli'o9tatic Cc
ees
�stion P�rrpo

1980

for Prese

TO

The President

THRU

Rick Hutcheson,

FROM

Administrator of Veterans Affairs

Staff Secretary

VA Presidential Update

�

For Rea an - The VFW has endorsed Ronald Reagan - its first
ever en orsement of any Presidential candidate.
Former
Rep. William Ayres, who has been organizing veterans for the
Republican National Committee, hailed the move as a "big boost
for Reagan because of the ripple effect."
The VFW last year
organized a Political Action Connnittee for the first time; has
collected over $170,000 and has also endorsed 19 present
Hembers of Congress. No other major veteran organization has
a PAC, and although they plan to remain neutral, we have received
word that a "Veterans for Reagan" connn ittee will soon be formed.
The committee reportedly will be headed by the present National
Commanders of the VFW and the American Legion (whose terms
expire in August) - Howard Vander Clute of New Jersey, and
Frank Hamilton of Indiana.
A Great National Resource - A just completed report underscores
,the fact VA is the major provider of training for medical
personnel in the entire nation.
Nearly 97,000 trainees received
all or part of their clinical training in VA facilities in
FY 1979.
This included 37% of all American physicians in
approved medical residencies; 31% of all medical students in
the country; 17% of all dentists in post-doctoral training; 11%
of all nurse students and 15% of all graduate psychology students.
Good Record Enhanced - Vietnam Era veterans now number a solid

15% of all Directors and Assistant Directors in VA field stations.
The 70 VEV executives almost quadruples the number in these jobs
when I came aboard.
What's more, almost one-third of the 70 are
physically disabled.
I assure you this record will get better
and better.
·

Indian Outreach - The outreach program we initiated for American
The last
Indians in the southwest area is paying dividends.
FY report shows a 50% increase over the prior year in benefit
claims for these needy and once neglected veterans.
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MEMORANDUM

FOR

18,

1980

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ALFRED E.

SUBJECT:

Weekly Activities Report

KAHN

IEiectrostatOc Copy M�de
fo!i' P�e§ent�t3on Purpc�es

Reagan Tax Cut Proposal
I took advantage of several opportunities last week to
criticize publicly Governor Reagan's tax cut proposal as
inflationary:
Irving R.

in a syndicated television interview with

Levine;

on a radio talk show and television

interview in New York City;

and in a Minneapolis speech

before the major food retailers in the Twin Cities metro
politan

area.

Wage/Price Program
A week ago Tuesday we published our
year price standards,
end of this month.

Issues Paper on third

asking the public for comments by the

We announced on Thursday that the

Quaker Oats Company had agreed to forego

$3.4 million in

profits during the present program year in return for ex
ceeding its allowable profits during the first program
year.

We also announced that we were adding the Hotel and

Hotel-Casino divisions of the Hilton Hotel Corporation to
the official list of noncomplying companies.
In doing so,
we stressed the contrast between Hilton's refusal to discuss
corrective action and the Quaker Oats agreem�nt.
This past Tuesday we added Murphy Oil Corporation of El Dorado,
Arkansas,

to the list because the company exceeded its allow

able gross margin and failed to show that its base period
was unrepresentative.
The addition of Hilton and Murphy Oil
brings the number of listed noncompliers to thirty-one, with
sixteen listed for noncompliance with the price and fifteen
with the wage standard.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

18,

July

1980
y Msde
f9ectrc�tat6c Ccp

fo? Pr�se�at\on PuQ'PO�

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

��

FROM

ANNE WEXLER

SUBJECT

Activities Report --- Week Ending July

1.

Youth Employment.

During

the recess,

18, 1980

NEA had over

1,000

teacher lobbyists contacting Congressmen at home supporting
the

youth

the

same.

employment legislation.
As necessary,

Other organizations did

they will bring their membership to

Washington when the legislation comes up on the House floor.
Reports from

2.

the supporting groups are very positive.

Alaska Lands.

our

The

interest groups are not optimistic on

amendments to the Senate committee version of the Alaska

Lands

legislation.

Your continued involvement is

important to this constituency.
we'll

need

to carefully consider our

regard to the

3.

EMB.

extremely

Once Senate activity is over,
conference

strategy

in

expectations of the environmental constituency.

With Secretary Duncan,

Frank Moore and Stu Eizenstat,

we are working with business groups to try to get back some of
the

Republicans who supported EMB the first time around in the

House.
,on

most

With the exception of
energy legislation

industry,
are

NAM,

and certain energy companies)

lukewarm on the EMB because

able to make

Some feel that

Fair Housing.

July

the

23.

feel they will be

EMB

will

only lead to additional

We are working closely with the supporting
and

accurate

vote counts

full Judiciary Committee markup now scheduled for
They are optimistic.

effort for a

us

construction

many business groups

without it they

interest groups to assure attendance
for

have been with

more direct attacks on environmental laws in the

next Congress.

litigation.

4.

some groups who

(American Gas Association,

Senate floor vote.

We should make an all out

·:

.

.

·

[. . . .

.

' \'

5.
Economy�
With Bill-Miller. and your other economic advisors,
we: have· cont·inued to,· consult< with -business leaders· on tax cut
and eco-no!ltic issues .:;:·j��or:'.th({ most part they do not ·believe a
tax-ct1t:sho_u ld'b'e;·en:acted•:d�r;Lng the �GrreJ:lot. s
_ ession, but do
fe�:L,:---.there' should. be .a 198,1' tax :c:u:t. eric;ouraging . iriyestment
an_q. productivity� ·-·-A.. numb�r- 9f"business .le(;!ders, :_·however, believe
:thaf. WE?·: should set ·e>u� our- pOs"-tie>h' 'as soor1:Ya_s. ·possible in order
to sh()w::.w�at_ a , reas_onahle. ta� ··cut. woulq look· .. I ike and in order to
"
keep Democrats
' · and.;Repuplic�u:ls frqm· runn:ing !off. wi:th some of the
current',·.propo�a-E3:: ·_. This .:poirit·:,:has been:,rriade -often and strongly
by a: crc)ss,:"s'ection o.f :;busine'ss leaders who 'feel that we are
otherwi-se·:mis�f:ng a gr'eat opportunity to provide leadership.
:,

6.

Miscel- lc�n-eo�'s
. The civil rights organiza-tions now support our formula
.changes in_the Revenue Sharing legislation.
They are
the only constituency doing so and we are not optimistic.
I have attended several Olympic fundraising lunches
arid it appears that the program is successful.
John Filer
had 10 CEOs to a lunch in Hartford where he pledged
$100,000 from Aetna and asked each of the other CEOs
to do the same.

We organized briefings for labor, business, environ
mentalists, consumers and insurance on the Tuesday
afternoon of the· automobile announcement in Detroit.
Neil Goldschmidt cmd Stu Eizenstat did an excellent job
and these briefings led to positive comments by Ralph
Nader and environmental leaders.

' '

'

.'

.
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�:: -�··.t.
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MEMORANDUM

FOR THE PRESIDENT

TO:

Rick Hutcheson
Staff Secretary

F R0�1:

Richard J.
Director

SUBJ:

Weekly Report of Significant Agency
Activity

DATE:

July

Ri
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18, 1980

CSA distributed $6.75 million in emergency funds
to its CAP network to help low-income individuals
in the southeast and southwest to cope with the
lingering heat wave.
The money will provide transportation to local
and state heat relief centers, purchase or
rental of low-cost appliances such as fans, pay
ment of utility bills, and for other services that
will reduce the potential heat hazards to the
health of low-income persons.
The states earmarked to receive federal assistance
immediately were Texas ($2.5 million ) , Missouri
($1.25 million ) , Arkansas and Oklahoma ($1 million
each ) , and Kansas and Louisiana ($.5 million
each).
The U.S. Weather Service predicts that the
heatwave will continue through August and
the number of deaths attributable to the
heat will continue to increase.
At present,
the death toll· is over 1 ,000 persons with
senior citizens being the primary victims.
CSA will continue to coordinate the federal
effort to help states affected by the heat
wave.

\EI®Cti!'OS'b!ltlc Ccpy M51d9
!Fuvpc�a�
THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY fov PraS0ftiEilth:mt
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20585

July 18,

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

CHARLES W. DUNCAN,
JOHN C. SAWHILL

SUBJECT:

Weekly Activity Report
Week of July 14-18, 198

1980

1.
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. The Canadian Cabinet has
announced 1ts decision, made last night, to approve the prebui ld portion of the
pipeline project. We expect the Canadian National Energy Board to release its
report next week concluding that the non-prebuild portion of the pipeline can
be financed privately. That should satisfy Canadian legal requirements and
remove the last obstacle to construction of the prebuild portion.

2.
Great Plains Coal Gasification Plant.
You announced today the
Administrat1on1s conditional commitment to a $250 million loan guarantee for the
Nation1s first commercial-scale coal gasification plant to be built by American
Natural Resources. We will work with the consortium to obtain the additional
financing in order to issue the final guarantee by the end of October.

�

�

3.
Ener y Security Act lm lementation. Meetings were held this week
between t e Departments of nergy, Agriculture, Commerce and Treasury, the
Domestic Policy Staff, OMB, and the Community Services Administration
concerning the implementation of biomass programs under the Energy Security
Act and the role of existing alcohol fuels programs. OMB is developing a list
of issues for resolution by the participating agencies, OMB, and the White
House.
We will be watching this closely in the next few weeks to ensure rapid
implementation.
,

.

4.

Energx Mobilization Board. Secretary Duncan attended five separate
meetings w1th the Ed1son Electric Institute, the Interstate Natural Gas
Association, representatives of the synthetic fuels industry and groups of
investment bankers and electrical generation executives. The meetings were
held to discuss our continued support for the EMB legislation and our intention
to continue to work for its passage.
Strate�ic Petroleum Reserve. The Economic Regulatory Administration will
issue a not1ce next week proposmg petroleum transfers from the Naval
Petroleum Reserve to the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

5.

6.
Gasoline Shortage Report. Separate reports were issued by the
Department of Energy and the Department of Justice on Thursday. Both
reports concluded that last year1s shortage was not the result of conspiracy or
illegal activity by oil companies.
Copies of the report have been delivered to
interested members of Congress.

2

7.
Travel. Secretary Duncan was in Edmonton, Canada, on Tuesday to
discuss the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System and price stability for
natural gas with Premier Lougheed of Alberta.
On Wednesday, he was in
Valdez, Alaska, to tour the North Slope oil pipeline facility and in Anchorage to
address the Commonwealth North Club. On Thursday, he was in Fairbanks to
address the Chamber of Commerce and at Prudhoe Bay for a visit with ARCO
and SOHIO executives and a tour of oil production, exploration, and pipeline
facilities.
·

John Sawhill will be in Nigeria next week with the Vice President.
Dr. Sawhill will chair the energy working group discussions of the fifth round
of U.S. -Nigeria Economic Bilaterals. Issues to be discussed include LNG
problems, oil prices and production, and a possible memorandum of intent on
cooperative research and development.

,'
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Principal Activities of the Department of Justice
For The Week of July 12, 1980 through July 18, 1980

1.

ABSCAM
A federal grand jury in Washington,

D.

C.

returned an indict

ment on July 15 charging Congressman Richard Kelly of Florida and
two other men with conspiracy, bribery, and interstate travel
to aid racketeering.

The defendants were charged with agreeing

$250,000 in return for Mr.

to accept

duce special

Kelly's promise to intro�

immigration legislation on behalf of a foreign

businessman.

The indictment resulted from the ABSCAM investi

gation conducted by the FBI.

2.

Cuba

929 constructive and 125 actual seizures of
14.
Since
the flow of boats began, 1844 vessels have received notice of
intent to levy fines.
In 1355 of those cases, administrative
There have been

vessels returning from Cuba with passengers since May

orders for collection of fines have been entered, and an addi
tional 772 cases in dispute have entered the adjudication process.
As a result of litigation, the Department has entered into agree
ments

which allow for the release .of seized commercial vessels

on the condition that no further trips to Cuba are made.
mately
the

Approxi

125 persons have been arrested for violations related to

boat lift.
There are at present

1649 Cuban nationals in detention in

various facilities because of their past records,
half may

have serious criminal records.

exclusion hearings have been commenced;
completed,

and more than

One hundred fifteen

81 ·of these have been

and final exclusion orders have been entered against

52 individuals.
As of July

16, 22,610 Cubans were in processing centers

awaiting sponsors.

3.

Hazardous Wastes
The Department filed a civil suit against

11 major chemical

producers and an operator of two chemical dump sites near Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, charging them with creating an imminent and
substantial danger to public health and the environment.
Acting
at the request of the Environmental Protection Agency,

the

.
.

.

..

-2Department sought'a:tempo:J;'ary restraii?-in:g order and injunctions
requiring the·-def�ndants ·to -cease .a:ll :dumping and to clean up
existing wastes;· a:t- the two sites.
This is the first suit which
has sought ·to'·f
' orce the producers of chemical wastes, rather than
just the dump op¢rators, to clean up,contaminated sites�
Nazis

4.

The Oepar'tment fi,·led a civil action in B:r:ooklyn, New Xork,
seeking th.e' ·denaturalization ·o:( Michael Dercacz, charged. with
conceal'ing>his service in the Ukrainian· Police·· Command when he
The suit alleges. that
entered the' united ·states· in·· 1949 �
Mr. Dercaqz.· ·�activeJy ,participat;.ed in beatings
' and executions of
unarmed Je,wisll civilians" in the German-occupied Ukraine
•

. �:..'

:

-�.·

In another·)iction, the Department was forced to move for dis
missal of a. sim'il·ar suit against Tscher.l:m Soobsokov in Newark,
New Jersey.
The:,Department had previously sought, but failed to
.
get, verification • from
the State Department and the CIA of the
defendant's claims that he had not concealed his membership in
the German SS and other organizations.
However, the CIA recently
produced the relevant documents, which forced the Department to
move for dismissal.
civil Rights

5.

The Department obtained a consent order which would require
the City of Philadelphia to hire women for 30% of the next 2670
officer vacancies in the city's police department.
The decree
also calls for women to be promoted to certain future vacancies,
and for the payment of $700,000 in back pay to 96 women who
alleged past discrimination.
The City of-Cincinnati has also signed a consent decree
setting a five-year goal for increasing the nUmber of blacks and
women: serving as po:J_ice officers to the· level of their representa
tion in the city workforce.

6
:

•

;

.

Meetings.and.Events

. . .
:Oh::·July 8, the AttorneyGeneral addressed the Eighth Circuit
: Judl.cia(, Confer�iice in Colorado Springs�
On July 15, ·he addressed
the Ninth circuit Judicial conference in Monterey, California on
, principles 9f f,�deral pro!:;ecution.
on J:Uly. 12 in �os Angeles,
the.AttorneyGeneral received theGolden Plate·Award from the
American Acade1llY of Achievement
.
•

.
·.
�

THE SECRETARY

OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

WASHINGTON.

18,

July

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:

FOR

1980

Eli�ctrosta�t�c Ccpy M�de

THE PRESIDENT

Weekly

torr PreBeij"\f&tlon

The

Hardest.

been exacerbated by

affects of the

the pUblic's

on air condi'tioning that will

increase

Department has transferred

million

We

have

are

also

$5

families suffering
activated

working with the

assistance to

heat wave

failure to take common sense

precautions and the unwillingness of many

to low income

P�Q't)G���

Report of HHS Activities

Heat Wave Hits Elderly
have

D.C. 20201

elderly

persons to turn

their utility
to

bills.

The

CSA to provide assistance

from the af fects of the heat

our emergency

plan

in

Texas and

wave.

Missouri and

Administration on Aging agencies to provide

elderly

populations in these areas.

The

Surgeon

General has released a statement which urges people to take
necessary
high

precautions and provides medical

advice

for dealing with

temperatures.

Final White House Conference on Families in Los
delivered
Federal
in the

the keynote ad dress

underscoring the

Government's role in strengthening

families,

areas of health and human services.

received by

the delegates.

While in

of

press briefings and appeared

behalf

of

the

Opened in Miami by
volume

the Social

assistance to

of inquiries.

personnel

I

was well

also held a

on talk shows

speaking

on

Administration's domestic programs.

Cuban/Haitian Processing Center for
of

I
of the

particularly

The speech

Los Angeles,

number

extension

Angeles.
importance

The

SSI

and

Disabled Claims to be

Security Administration.

CUbans and
So cial

Haitians has

Security

The

recent

generated a large

Administration has assigned

to the Miami area to process the

1�,000 claims that are

anticipated .
FY

1982

senior

Budget.

I established

a

Budget

Policy

Committee composed

Departmental officials to review budget submissions

agencies within the

from

Department and make recommendations on FY

1982

budget and legislative proposals.
Nursing Horne Regulations.

On July

proposed

would

patients'
The

regulations which

to observe

rights in order to receive Medicare and Medicaid funds.

proposed

health

9, the Department announced

require nursing homes

care

rules later

rule also provides for improvements in comprehensive
plans for each

patient.

We expect to finalize these

this year after receiving pUblic comments.

of

Page

2
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THE

PRESIDENT

Three Mile Island.
the PUblic

Agency in sampling
The

total

body

A team of

dose

the radioactive

Visit
Their
staff,

of

millirem

per

was

far below

two-week

tour

of

rural

will

the National Institutes
health centers.

My

whole

the

tomorrow.

Department's senio r

of Health,

and visits

to

discussion w i th the Ministry of

focus on cooperation between the

heal'th field.

EPA's

The Nigerian Ministry of
tour of the u.s.

itinerary includes meetings with me and
a

the

year.

the Nigerian Health D elegation.

delegation will begin a

urban and
Health

25

from

Environmental Protection

krypton gas that is being vented.

from the venting process

dose standard of

Health

radiological health specialists

Health Service is assisting the

two

countries
in the
'

���JJ

·
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20590
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July

18,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
THROUGH:

Rick Hutcheson,

Staff Secretary

FROM

William J. Beckh m,
Acting Secretary

SUBJECT:

Significant Issues for the Week

J �
�

Cuban Refugee Operation -

J

Pursuant to your authorization

of 3 June, Secretary Goldschmidt ordered the involuntary
call-up of Coast Guard Reservists to sustain the Cuban
refugee operation while maintaining acceptable performance
levels in all Coast Guard missions.
In the first four
weeks of the call-up, some 600 Reservists provided over
8,000 man-days of reinforcement as boat-crew replacements,
cutter maintenance and repair teams, and in personnel
support functions.
The need for involuntary duty is
expected to continue through the end of the fiscal year.
Rail Regulatory Reform - The House on Monday will continue
votes on the rail deregulation bill.
We expect some
erosion of the strong support shown previously for the
Administration position due to heavy lobbying by anti
deregulation forces during the Congressional recess.
Key
votes are yet to come on several rate-setting provisions.
The Secretary and departmental staff are giving full effort
to defeating weakening amendments and to final passage.

Msde
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM
Sub j ect:

1.

FOR

THE

PRESIDENT

Highlights of Treasury Activities

Etectrosta�t�c Copy M�dot
for PretieroartloQ'D PM�

THE MARKETS AND THE DOLLAR
Stock prices advanced amid signs that the economic
decline may be moderating and better-than-expected
second quarter corporate earnings reports.
Heavy
institutional b uying

923.98

today,

the

the week the index
In the

propelled the Dow Jones index up to

highest close since June
posted a

32.85

1977.

Over

point net gain.

credit markets interest rates posted moderate

declines due to market speculation that the

Federal

Reserve may have adopted a slightly more accommodative
monetary stance.
Expectations of additional supplies from possible U.S.
Treasury gold sales depressed the London gold market.
Spot gold plunged $63.50 on the week, closing today at

$606.50. Silver trading
$.80, closing today

down

was very slow over the week,
at

$15.52.

Foreign exchange markets were generally quiet but
continued to be sensitive to indications that the U.S.
might relax anti-inflationary policies.
Some pressures
developed on Wednesday when the market misinterpreted
the significance of a Federal Reserve domestic money
market

operation.

Moderate Treasury and Fed

intervention was successful in calming the exchange
market, and the dollar firmed following the report of an
increase in housing starts in June and your statement
that no tax cut would be proposed this year.

2.

CHRYSLER
On

Tuesday,

made

July

additional

$300

Because of the
the

31.

15,

the Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board

the determinations necessary to issue up to an
million in loan guarantees to Chrysler.
15-day Congressional notification period,

guarantees will not be issued until at least July
Issuance of the

full amount would

guarantees to $800 million:
for up to $1.5 billion.

bring outstanding

the total authorization is

Chrysler's potential viability has become increasingly
marginal.

The company is undertaking additional

restructuring and consolidation steps to improve its
prospects.

.

'•,

-

3.

2

-

SECRET SERVICE CANDIDATE PROTECTION
At the request of the Reagan for President Campaign,
Treasury has transmitted to the Congress a draft bill to
provide for Secret Service protection of the spouses of
major Presidential and Vice Presidential nominees.
Protection would begin 120
election.

days before the general

Under current law,

eligible for protection only

spouses of

60

days

nominees are

prior to the

general election.

4.

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMEN T BANKS
As you are aware,

the IMF

(MOBs)
Authorization Bill has passed

the Senate.
The House, however, is running behind
schedule and may not be able to consider the bill until
late

August or early September.

If a

post-election session is held,

then the IDA VI

authorization bill will most likely be deferred until
that time.
for

Such a deferral would cause some

the World Bank because it already is

problems

engaged in

arranging for bridge loans until the new IDA
Instead of bridging

replenishment can take effect.

until October, bridge loans would then be needed through
the end of December.

-�

Robert Carswell
Acting Secretary

THE SECRETARY OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

Weekly Report of ED Major Activities
(covering events from July 1 to July 18)

Resignation
Dr. Edward D'Alessio,

Assistant Secretary for Non-Public Education,

has submitted his resignation effective August 15,

1980 in order

to accept the position of Executive Vice President at Seton Hall
University in New Jersey.

We have begun an active search for candi

dates to fill the Non-Public Education position.

Legislation
Higher Education:

On June 24,

the Senate passed

Higher Education Act reauthorization.
last November.

(92-4) S. 1839,

the

The House passed its version

House and Senate conferees will begin meeting on July

21 to reconcile differences between the two versions.

Preliminary

discussions on conference issues are being held among ED,

OMB,

House

and Senate staffs.

Youth Act:
Act,

The House has tentatively scheduled floor action on the Youth

H.R. 6711,

for Tuesday,

July 22.

Several amendments will be offered.

None of the amendments which are expected to pass would significantly
alter the bill.

The Senate subcommittee is not expected to mark up the bill

until early August.

Other:

The 1980 Supplemental Appropriations and Rescission bill included

$344 million dollars of the $570 million in rescissions you recommended
for education programs.
o

The significant exceptions were:

Concentration Grants:

We requested a $50 million

rescission from the $200 million appropriation;
Congress rescinded $100 million.
o

National Defense Student Loans:

We recommended a

rescission of $100 million which was not approved.

o

Vocational Education:

We proposed a rescission of

$87.5

million which was not approved.

Regulations
Lau Regulations:
Making

(NPRM)

We are currently developing a Notice of Proposed Rule

for regulations implementing the Lau decision.

These

proposed regulations will outline the Title VI obligations of school
districts to provide services to children whose dominant language is other
than English.

We are planning to release the NPRM the first week of August.

A draft copy of the NPRM will be circulated to the Domestic Policy Staff
prior to public release.

We will also coordinate the selection of locations

and scheduling of public participation hearings with the White House staff.

Congressionally-Disapproved Regulations:

At your request,

this matter with both Lloyd Cutter and Ben Civiletti.

I have discussed

We have agreed on a

strategy for your review which supports the Administr�tions' Legal position
while remaining responsive to legitimate Congressional concerns.

I have

submitted a memorandum for your consideration outlining these steps.

Speeches
In addition to my NEA speech on July

5

I spoke to a joint meeting of the

Los Angeles Women's Lawyers Association and Women in Bussiness on July

7.

I also addressed Reverand Jesse Jackson's PUSH/EXCEL conference in New Orleans
on

July

16

and then spoke at the national conference of the National Alliance

of Business on July

17

in Washington,

D.C.

THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20410

J u1 y 18, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Subject:

The President
Attention:
Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary

Weekly Report of Major Departmental Activities

Msde
\EDectrost:a�tOc Copy
P��oHS
Prese�ataon
for

UDAG Levera es $1 Billion in Private Investment.
On July 9, I announced Urban
Development Action Grant awa�ds of 165 million to 49 metropolitan cities.
These
funds will go to 72 projects and are expected to result in some $1 billion of new
This
' is a record for grants and funds awarded in
investment in distressed areas.
HUD had
a single round and responds to increased demand from large cities.
received requests totalling $686 million for 200 proposed projects.
Last week at the Los Angeles
Families Face Restrictions in Rental Housing.
White House Conference on Families HUD released the results of a national survey
on restrictive rental practices affecting families with children.
Our findings
show that some three-quarters of all rental housing units in the country either
ban altogether or apply some restrictions to fami'lies with children.
A typical
family with two children of the opposite sex is excluded from 47 percent of all
two-bedroom rental units.
These restrictive practices seem to be increasing and
are applied more frequently to the higher quality rental housing stock.
In keeping with your emphasis on curbing
New Effort Made to Curb Fraud and Abuse.
program abuse and minimizing opportunities for fraud in government programs, HUD
The MCAS
implemented the Management Control Assessment System (MCAS) on July 1.
requires the Department's Pri'mary Organization Heads to perform management control
assessments of selected functional areas under their respective jurisdictions.
Top officials of the Department will be held accountable for assessments and will
be monitored through our Executive Management Reporting System.
We believe that
HUD is the first federal agency to develop and implement such controls.
Minority Business Enterprise Demonstration Program Launched.
In order to promote
the achievement of Presidential policies regarding the enhancement of minority
business enterprise, we have announced a new demonstration program to promote the
integration of such businesses into the matnstream of ttie housing industry.
We
are setting aside a minimum of $6 mill ton in contract authority to provide
approximately 1,000 units of Section 8 housing for low and moderate income persons.
Minority developers are given preference in the demonstration, which will span
fiscal years 1980 and 1981 and include one, two and three or more bedroom units.
The Council on Development Choices for the
Development Council Sets Priorities.
'80s has selected six objectives for future development directions based on
reducing the growth
information obtained in regional forums.
These include:
of energy consumption; facilitating economic development; containing and reducing
housing and development costs; maintaining profitability in development; reducing
the costs of public facilities and services; and facilitating the social and
economic mobility of disadvantaged persons.

11A�

Moon Landrieu

U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
SECRETARY OF LABOR
WASHINGTON, D.C.

July 18,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

�

FROM:

THE SECRETARY OF LABOR

SUBJECT:

Major Departmental Activities
July 14-18, 1980

Preparing for the convention and the
general election.
In the course of the last several
weeks, we have begun planning for the convention and
general election campaign.
In my judgement, the
campaign will center on Reagan's effort to gain the
support of workers.
Although at this stage, he may
have some success,if we work hard1 we can deny him
any significant support.
His main appeal to workers
will be based on the rising unemployment rate which
he is trying to argue we both welcomed and caused.
His
I think we can and must refute this allegation.
other main attraction for workers will be his simple
and· aggressive views on defense and foreign policy.
To counter this, we need to develop a clear and concise
statement of goals and policies.
We are just completing
a compilation and analysis of the Reagan record in the
labor area.
His position on these issues will not
attract much worker support.
International Labor Organization

(ILO)

•

Although we are continuing to review the proceedings
of the ILO conference which I attended in June, the
labor, employer and government representatives were
We made some very signifi
pleased with the results.
cant progress in some key areas.
I will send to you
soon a short memo outlining our accomplishments.
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Secretary Miller

Th e attached

was returned in

the President's outbox today
and is forwarded to you for
appropriate handling.
Rick Hutcheson
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REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT
Business Relations and Taxes:

While there is a tendency among most top business

leaders to want to support your position on deferring consideration of a tax
package until next year,

their willingness to do so is rapidly eroding due to

their perception of a lack of Administration consultation with them on this
matter,

and due to our failure,

in their minds to convey any indication of our

thinking as to what concerns would be addressed by an Administration package
whenever

submitted.

This point of view was explicitly presented by the most

senior representatives of the Business Roundtable with whom I met this week,
an expression of concern echoing the sentiments of those who attended the meeting
with

business convened this week by Anne Wexler,

at the National Alliance of Business
business

continues to focus on the

momentum and credibility,

and those with whom I spoke

meeting also this week.

In this vacuum,

10-5-3 proposal giving to it unwarranted

and several Administration supporters who have been

asked to testify on the tax issue at the end of next week find themselves in
a particularly difficult position not being privy to Administration thinking.
Perhaps Secretary Miller's testimony next week,

in which I expect he will lay

out the broad parameters of Administration thinking,

may assure business and

the Congress of our general intention with regard to capital f ormation.

This

may be sufficient to allay significant business and Congressional concerns,
could engender significant support.

If not,

and

we would be advised to take further

steps through appropriate consultation.
Fisheries:

The worsening plight of our fishing industry,

particularly due to

the high price of domestic diesel fuel both in absolute terms and relative to
the domestic price

of major competitors -- Mexico,

Venezuela,

and Canada -- was

expressed to Anne Wexler and me at this week's meeting with industry representa
tives.
domestic

Increasing foreign competition in fisheries coupled with rapidly escalating
costs,

the Breaux bill

is increasing domestic protectionist pressure as manifest in
currently before Congress.

concern to some of our trading partners,

This,

in t�rn,

is causing considerable

particularly the Japanese whose Director

General of the Japanese Fisheries Agency met this week with me and NOAA Administra
tor Richard Frank.

The fisheries issue is also disproportionately complicating

our relations wi�h Canada particularly because of our inability to move the
boundary and fisheries treaty in the Senate in spite of the superb efforts of
Lloyd Cutler.

The Canadians underscored their concern in the context of my

meetings this week in Ottawa to discuss our overall trading relationship.
will soon convene a high-level,
of the fishing

We

industrial sector meeting with representatives

industry as a whole to discuss their full range of concerns.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006

July 18, 1980
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

A
f.j""

Gus Speth

Jane Yarn

Bob Harris
SUBJECT:

Weekly Report

Global 2000.
Century,

M�de
�leetii'ost�tUc Copy
P�vpo008
for PreGeftfmt.ion

The Global 2000 Report to you, Entering the Twenty-First

will be formally released by Secretary Muskie and me on Thursday,

July 24 at a p ress briefing at 11:00 a.m. in Room 450.

The Report concludes

a three-year interagency study of world population, natural resources, and

environment through the end of the century that you directed CEQ and State
to conduct in your 1977 Environmental Message to serve as "the foundation
for our longer-term planning."

A broad cross-section of nongovernment organizations
business,

labor,

(NGOs),

including

and environmental leaders and scholars have been invited

to a reception in the Treaty Room (474 EOB) on Thursday morning.

Several

NGOs which strongly support the effort will hold a panel discussion at the
Nation al Press Club following the release.

The State Department will host

a diplomatic briefing later in the afternoon.

Thank you £or asking me to chair your interagency task force on global
resources and environmental problems.
and others,

With the help of Secretary Muskie

we will develop for you a response to our serious global en

vironmental problems that should be a major initiative of your second
Administration.
Alaskan Lands Legislation.

Your Monday morning East Room event with sup

porters of the legislation from throughout the nation is extremely important
to kick off a strong push for an adequate bill, your "highest environmental
priority."

We hope you will devote as much time as you can to this event.

We also wish to commend the attention that White House staff have given
this issue thus far.

We trust that White House staff are also requesting

Administration officials who can influence particular members of the Senate

to call these Senators to emphasize the Administration's position on Alaska
and the foresight with which the Senate has an opportunity to act.

No

effort should be spared in our attempt to secure adequate legislation in
the Senate next week.

New NRC Chairman.

I worked closely with the Personnel Office in reviewing

candidates for you for NRC Chairman and believe you have made a good choice

in Al Carnesale.

Both the N.Y. Times and the �ashington Post have run

supportive editorials.

- 2 -

National Bureau of Standards:

Reporting to me on behalf of some 250

engineers,

scientists and industrial leaders involved in various aspects of the continued
oversight of NBS,

the NBS Visiting Committee paid high compliments to the com

petence of NBS personnel and research activity,

but expressed grave concern for

its continued excellence and world preeminence given what they believe to be
an inadequately low level of capital investment in new equipment,

particularly

as it regards our failure to upgrade the Bureau's 15-year-old computer capability.
This is believed a dangerous weakness.

Having toured NBS this week, I

it one of the most impressive albeit least known Government facility,

found
and am

struck by its p rofound contributions to maintaining the nation's scientific and
technical infrastructure,
I

and advancing U.S.

industrial technology and innovation.

believe you would find a visit to NBS extremely interesting,

and I

invite you

to do so should time permit.
Steel:

Preparatory work for next week's reconvening of the Steel Tripartite

Committee is near completion and Secretary Marshall and I
substantial

believe that the

progress evidenced in the working group will enable completion of

the Committee's report within the next few weeks.
antidumping cases,

With respect to the pending

we determined this week that these cases are "extraordinarily

complicated," a decision which extends the decision deadlines for both preliminary
and final determinations.

Absent some other resolution of these cases, a pre

liminary determination must now be made by October 17,

and a final determination

by December 31.
canadian Consultations:

I

will forward to you and your foreign policy and other

trade advisors a full report of our discussions this week with Canadian officials.
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REPORT OF TRIP TO THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA,

ROBERT C.

JULY,

1980

BYRD

.�

E�ectrostat�c Copy Msde
for Pre5ctFJa:t!otrn Pijjrpo®es

I visited the People's Republic of China from July 6
to 14,

at the invitation of the National People's Congress.

During my visit I had lengthy discussions with Premier
Hua Guofeng;

Vice-Premier Zhao Ziyang;

National People's Congress;

leaders of the

and other top Chinese officials.

In addition to �y meetings in Beijirig,

I had the opportunity

to visit a number of points of special interest.
This was my second trip to the People's Republic,
earlier visit having been in August,

Therefore,

1975.

my
I

had a chanc� to observe the changes· that have occurred with
in the PRC during the past five years,
. current situation with that of 1975.

and to contrast the
I was accompanied on

the trip by Richard ··Holb�ooke, .. Assistant Secretary of

State

for East Asian and Pacific Affairs.

Overview
The primary impression that emerges from my trip is a
sense of a more pragmatic,

more realistic approach on the

part of the Chinese in dealing with the formidable problems
they face in thei� modernization efforts.

I

was .strongly

impressed by the determination of the Chinese to succeed in
this monumental undertaking.

�-

.

··.: · · ·'!

·
, -

.

-

2

-

The Four Modernizations program is the centerpiece of
an ambitious·effort the Chinese have charted for the next
t wenty years.

It is designed to strengthen China in four

major areas:

agriculture,

industry,

science and technology,

and defense.

The current and emerging leadership has a

s trong commitment to this program and an obvious stake in
i ts success.
I found the Chinese leadership to be forward-thinking,
willing to acknowledge areas of weakness,

but eager and

energetic in their efforts to overcome them.

At

the Chinese readily and candidly

"backwards"

status of their agricultural,
capabilities,

point to the

indus.trial,

this point

and technological

and they look to the United States,

the West,

and Japan, .for important assistance in these and other areas ..
But this is . a sensitive matter and the Chinese,

with their

centuries of history and tradition -- as well as their pride
in more recent accomplishments -- do not want to be looked
upon as an unequal and lesser partner in a joint venture.
There is clearly a convergence of strategic interests
.

'

-

between the United-States and China,

and a commonality in

our view of significant aspects of current world affairs.
That is not to suggest that our interests will always
coincide,

or that our.view of world affairs will be similar

and consistent.

But I believe that China,

fourth of the world's peoples,

representing one-

.has an increasingly important

-3-

role to play in international affairs, and, along with Japan,
has a particularly signific�nt· role in the Asian-Pacific region.
I emphasized to the Chinese leaders my conviction that
there will

be continuity in United States policy toward China.

I expressed my

judgment that the American people strongly

favor a growing relationship with China, and that the U.S.
S�nate will continue to be steadfast in its support of a
s teady,

gradual growth in Sino-American relations.

I pointed

out that such an approach represents a continuum in United
States policy

having been carri'ed out under two Republican

administrations and one Democratic administration, with
support from the Legislative Branch�

I also stressed to the

Chinese leaders the important role that Congress,

as an

independent but co-equal branch of Government,.is playing and
expects to continue to play in foreign policy matters.
-

.

As a result of my trip,

I

am more convinced than ever

that the United States has a real stake in the success of
�hina•s modernization effort, because a strong, secure,
peaceful,

and modernizing China is .vital to stability in
.,

the Asian-Pacific region.

In my view, it is increasingly

apparent that the normalization of relations and strengthening of u.s.

cooperation with China represents one of the

most significant developments in recent history.

Our grow-

ing relationship with China should be a fundamental element

-4-

of U.S.

foreign policy.

To alter the status of that re�

lationship, to take any backward steps at this time,

would

be a blunder of monumental proportions and would seriously .
undermine U.S.

interests in the world,

as well as those-of

Taiwan and our friends and allies in the Asian and Pacific
area.
During my travels through Ghina,

I

observed some re-

markable and significant changes in China since my visit
five years ago.

There is a much more practical approach

to problem-solving.

The introductions of. incentives into

the economy -- on a very limited basis_·-:-- is a new develop'

.

ment, as is the interest in modern.management techniques,
and the granting of increased autonomy to the local and
provincial levels and to various enterprises.
ago,
I

I

Five years

saw nothing similar to the bustling village markets

saw on this trip to Yunnan Province,

where residents of

the area were selling their produce and wares.
visit to a commune neir Beijing,

I

And on a

found·the emphasis to

be on practical incentives to increase production,

rather

than the former emphasis on ideological rhetoric.

And

I

found,· as part of· this determined effort to increase production,

a willingness and desire to learn from the experi-

ence and knowledge of others.

-5-

My visit to China was the first Congressional visit at
the

invitation of the National People's Congress.

Although

their are obvious and basic differences in the American and
Chinese ·systems of government,

the NPC is Chian's legislative

body.

delegates,

It is composed of 3,497

selected from

China's 29 pro�inces and the military forces.
Committee of the NPC,

The Standing

made up of 200 senior members,

meets

more frequently and carries on the business of the NPC in
'

.

j

·between plenary sessions.

After consultation with Chairman

Church of the Committee on Foreign Relations,

and because of

my strong conviction about the importance of increased cooperation and understanding between out two countries,

I .extended

an invitation to the NPC to send a delegation to the United
States,

probably in early 1981.

I hope to see rapid progress in a number of areas of
potential cooperation.

In this regardi

r hope to see early

completion of negotiations on consular relations,

which would

enable additional consular offices in each country�
aviation,

maritime,

and textile agreements�

lateral business"practices,

civil

a possible bi

tax and investment agreement�

and c�mpletion of congressional action on Overseas Private
-

Investment Corporation
ary authorization .

...
::-.,·

(OPIC)

guarantees and Exim-Bank budget-

-6-

Further steps should be taken to facilitate commerce
between the .U.S.

and China.

·

For example,

I think it is im

portant to assist the Chinese in better understanding U.S.
business laws and regulations.

American professors could

provide special courses on these subjects in Chinese uniIt is also important to provide training in

versities.

management practices,
China.

which could be of great value to

And there are various other efforts which could be

undertaken to help improve understanding and communication
between the two countries.
I think it is essential that we proceed with educational,

scientific,

and technological exchange and cooperation.

English-language training 'in China is important and
grams are underway,

but more are needed.

Likewise,

some prowe must

educate more Americans to speak Chinese.

Meeting with Premier Hua Guofeng
My first meeting in Beijing was with Premier Hua Guofeng
on July 7

in the Great Hall of the People.

The one-hour,

30-

minute discussion,occurred shortly·before Premier Hua was to
depart f or

Tokyo and the funeral of the late Japanese Prime

Minister Ohira,
Carter.

after which he would meet with President

I indicated that President Carter had asked me to

convey his greetings and that he had told me he was looking
forward to meeting the Premier in Tokyo.
he was very

Premier Hua said

glad to have the opportunity to meet with the

President.
.

'

:�

-
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Premier Hua devoted most of his remarks to Chinese
foreign policy and the Chinese view of world affairs.
said that relations be�ween the U.S.
veloped quite well,

He

and China "have de-

by and large," but said ".we still have

much to do."
He noted that from a strategic perspective the world
in the 1980's "has become increasingly tense and turbulent."
The Premier stressed Chinese- concerns over, and opposition to, actions by the Soviet Union,
. ghanistan,

particularly

in Af-

and in supplying military support to Vietnam's

invasion of Kampuchea.

He said that when the Soviet Union

had invaded Czechoslovakia in

1968, the Soviets had used

two pretexts to cover their actions:
the doctrine of

first,.

by asserting

"limited sovereignty of the family of

socialist nations;" second, on the grounds of·a friendship
treaty between the Soviet Union and Czechoskovakia.

Hua

noted that this presumes that any country wpich enters into
a treaty.with the Soviet Union offers grounds for the Soviets
to·cornrnit aggression against that country.
.

.

In·the case of

. \�

Afghanistan,

Hua:s�id that the Soviets claimed they were in

vited to send troops by the Afghanistan Government.

He said

everyone knows that the government of Afghanistan at .that
·time was led by Arnin, whereas ,Babrak Karma!
ghanistan along with the Soviet troops.

went into Af-

"It is not conceiv-

able that Arnin should have invited Soviet troops to intervene and to kill him and all his family."

.:..'....:...�.. .

(

-8-

The Chinese Government concludes that the Soviet claims
are entirely baseless and without val�dity,

Hua said,

out that Afghanistan had been an independent,

poiriting

non-aligned

Islamic country.
Hua emphasized that the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan should not be considered a local action .

"Once they have

firmly established themselves in Afghanistan,

they will ex-

pand toward the Indian.Ocean,

toward Pakistan and Ir�n,

toward the Middle East and Gulf regions."

and

'He conunented that

the Soviets fully apprec�ate the.significance and strategic
importance of the Gulf region.

He expressed the view that,

even if Soviet oil production does not decline,
predicted,

"the Soviets will,

nonetheless,

trol of the oil-producing region."

as has been

seek to take con-

He said this would be an

"outflanking action" directed against Wester Europe ahd would
have catastrophic copsequences for Japan and other oil-dependent countries.
The C hinese Premier said that the Soviet Union is also
stepping up mili�ary activities in the Pa�ific area and that
Vietnam is seeki.rtg "regional hegemony.'.'

He said,

"The Soviet

Union is taking advantage of Vietnamese arnbi.tions to turn
them

into the Cubans of the Orient."
He said that if Vietnam is successful .in its expansion-

ist efforts in Indochina,

the Vietnamese will expand further

towards Thailand and other ASEAN

(Association of Southeast

·..

-9-

Asian Nations)

countries.

fall under Soviet control,

Hua stated, "If the Malacca straits
they can link up their military

presence from the Indian Ocean to the Middle East."
Hua summarized the Chinese view of Soviet strategy:

"If

they are successful in their moves in the Middle East, Gulf
region, and Indochina, if can be said that they, by and large,
will have complefed their strategic plan."

This, he said,

could plunge the world into a third world war.
Hua commended U.S.
both Thailand

assistance to Thailand and said that

�nd Kampuchea need assistance.in order

the Vietnamese.

to resist

He noted the recent condemnation of Vietnam-.

ese action by the ASEAN foreign ministers and said that China.
had issued a strong statement "condemning Vietnamese aggression against Thailand."
"We also lodged a strong protest against the provocations
of Vietnam along the-Sino-Vietnamese border," Hua said.

He

said that China had launched "small-scale counterattacks into
areas where the provocations were the greatest."
The Premier-said that the main forces of Vietnam are con
: '
centrated on the sino-Vietnamese border, with Vietnam maintaining

29 infantry divisions in that region, plus frontier

guards, security for6es, and air-force personnel.
.

The Chinese calculate that

.

60 percent of Vietnam's

strongest and best forces are in the area· of the Sino-Vietnamese border.

Hua commented, "The Soviet aggression in Afghan-

istan and the Vietnamese a9gression in
two heavy burde!).s_on their backs."

Kampuchea represent

.:

-10-

On the question of the U.S. hostages in

Iran,

Hua said

that the Chinese view is that the Iranians are wrong to hold
the hostages.
in

But he commented that the domestic situation

Iran is very chaotic,

ing with th�s matter.
be explored to

and that patience is needed in deal

He said that various channels should

�eek a resolution of the problem.

Hua said

his understanding is that the President and Foreign Minister
of

Iran waht to see the issue resolved,

but that they are

not very authoritative at present.
Premier Hu� said that when he attended the funeral of
President Tito in Yugoslavia,
Ghotbzadeh

asked to see him.

Iranian Foreign Minister
In their meeting,

Hua said

that the Iranian official expressed concern about Soviet
expansionism and aggression and indicated that

Ghotbzadeh . told

offer firm resistanbe to the Soviets.
him that

Iran would

Iran had aqvised the Soviets to pull out of Afghan

istan and that if this did not happen,

Iran would lend sup

port to the struggle against the Russians.

Hua noted that

there has been a tradition of opposition to Soviet aggression
among the
The
Union

Iranian

people.

Chinese leader said that China believes the Soviet

is very isolated in the world,

and he commended the

position taken by the seven nations at the Venice Summit in
opposition to the Soviet actions in Afghanistan.

Hua said

that on the one hand the Soviets are trying to intensify and

'·.

�

-
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consolidate their occupation of Afghanistan and Kampuchea.
On the other hand, he said, .'they haVe launched a
offensive"
countries.

"peace

in an attempt to split the ranks of the Western
The Chinese view, Hua sa�d, is that the only way

to resolve the Afghanistan and Kampuchea questions is for
·the Soviet Union and Vietnam to pull their troops out of
those countries, and let the Afghan and Kampuchean peoples
settle their own affairs.
Premier Hua said·that the U.S.
ceed,

and China should pro

each from its own position, to counter Soviet expansion.

"We in China do not wish to see war,"
much an

Hua said.

"We want very

international environment of peace in which to carry

out economic development.

But to realize our wish for a

peaceful international environment, it is necessary to fight
against hegomonistic expansion and aggression.
In respondi:ng to Premier Hua,

I noted that I agreed with

much of the geopolitical analysis he had given.

I stated that

the Soviet action· in Afghanistan had constituted a real turn
ing point in United States attitudes.
I referred td .the resolution on Afghanistan which I had
introduced in the Senate and which was approved by a
. vote on June

14.

96-0

That resolution strongly condemned the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and called for the withdrawal
of all Soviet

military forces from Afghanistan.
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Premier Hua had expressed appreciation for the Senate's
action earler this year in approving the U.S.-China trade
agreement and most-favored-nation
China.

(MFN)

trade status for

I told the Premier that the Senate is playing an

increasing role in foreign policy and,

in my view,

will con-

tinue to play and equal but independent role.
In my comments,

I cited five points which I

believe the

American people and the Congress will support -Continued progress·in developing positive relations

(1)

with the PRC.

(2)
er Navy,

A stronger· U.S.
Air Force,

deal with

national defense,

and Army,

contingencies that

including a strong

and a· rapid· deployment force to
may

arise in strategic areas of

the world.

(3)

A stronger North Atlantic Alliance;

I cited PresiI

dent Carter's leadership in getting a commitment from NATO
countries to increase defense spending and said that the
Senate and the American people stand behind this and intend
to keep that commitment.

(4)

Succei�ful achievement of the Four Modernizations

program by China,

a goal the United

States want to help

China achieve.

(5)

Resolution of our own energy problems.

This is a

matter vital to U.S. security interests and to our ability
to be effective internationally

•

.
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I expressed my view that,

regardless of the outcome of

this year's presidential election,

there will be no turning

back the clock in U.S� -PRC relations,

which have now moved

beyond the initial period of normalization and offer possi
Relations

bilities for increased cooperation in many areas.

between the U. S. and the PRC are extremely important in the
current critical period of international affairs.

We will

continue to work to help China to achieve its modernization
program,

and to increase trade between our countries,

realiz

ing that this will contribute to greater international stabili
ty and is in our mutual security
In his concluding remarks,

interests.

Premier Hua said,

"We also

attach great importance to relations between China and the
U.S.

We do not view this relationship as a momentary thing,

but from the perspective of our long-range strategic interests."
Hua said that .in terms of size,
million people,
production,

China is vast,

China is still relatively low.

tion of seeking·h�gemony

Therefore,

but

China

has no inten-.

over other countries.

He said that the U.S. ,

Western Europe,

and Japan cannot

separate themselves from each other and that all
"must close ranks to deal with hegemony."
the only way we can hope for world peace."

·'.:

970

but in terms of agricultural and industrial

is conuni tted to building up the country,

·.

with

these forces

This he said,

"is
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Meeting with Vice-Chairman Ulanfu of the NPC Standing Committee
Following my meeting with Premier Hua�
Chairman Ulanfu of the National
ing Committee.

People's

During the meeting

I

I

Congress

I

told him that I

(NPC)

Stand

extended an invitation

to the NPC to send a delegation to the United
next year.

met with Vice

States early

had discussed this with Chair

man Church of the Committee on.Foreign Relations and would
confirm the invitation in a letter after further discussions
with the Committee.

Ulanfu accepted the invitation,

·ing that the tentative time frame of early

comment

1981 would be

appropriate.
Ulanfu said the Chinese hope to have more such exchanges,
and visits in the future because this will

help our two

peoples to know each other better and strengthen our friend
He said that China wants to strengthe� friendly rela

ship.

tions in concurrence with its efforts to strengthen its eco
nomic development.

"We must introduce advanced science and

technology from foreign countries and,

by so doing,

further

develop our relations."
Ulanfu empha�ized,
it became stronger,

as had Premier Hua,

that China,

as

would never seek hegemony or be harmful

to other countries.
I

commented on how I had been impressed with the progress

in China since my previous visit,

and by the attitudes and

vision of the Chinese leaders and people.

By learning to
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recognize their own weaknesses,

the Chinese were taking the

first step toward strengthening _their _weak links .and over
corning their.problems�

I:reiterated U.S. willingness to

work with China in this effort and my view that this would
be in our mutual interests.
In his remarks at a dinner given in my honor by the
NPC,

Ulanfu said that the Chinese Government sees strengthen

ing relations between our two countries as not only in the
interest of China and the U.S�,
of

but in the long-term interest

world peace and stability.
Ulanfu said ,

deepen Sino:-:U.S.

"Hence, for us in China,

to promote and

relations is not an expedient,>.but a

strategic policy decision of long duration.

We think high

ly of the fact that Mr. Byrd has, for a number of years,
been supportive of the development of Sino-U.S. relations
and influential in promoting normalization and strengthening
our bilateral .. relations."
He expressed the hope that discussions during my visit
would deepen mutual understanding and develop extensive
possibilities for amicable cooperation between our two
countries in all fields, including that between our legisla. tive

bodies.
In my statement at the dinner I· ·referred t � the remark

able progress that has been made in U.S.-China relations and

.

-.;

.

-

said,

"I
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proud that the Congress has been centrally in

am

volved in fostering stronger economic,

political,

and cul

tural ties with China."
I

said,

"My visit here symbolizes the breadth and

continuity underlying the growth of close b.s.-china ties.
The United States has an interest in a strong,
ful,

and modernizing China.

secure,

peace

The Legislative Branch of our

Government has demonstrated on several occasions its support
for normalization and for greater cooperation with China in
many fields."
I

expressed my hope that my visit would enable me to

explore various means to strengthen further our cooperation,
to gain a better appreciation of Chinese concerns and
priorities,

and to understand better how Congress can best

contribute to the building of a strong and la-sting friend
ship between the Uni_ted States and China.

Meeting with Vice Premier
On July

8,

I

Zhao

Ziyang

met with Vice Premier Zhao

Ziyang,

widely

regarded as about_to assume top Chinese leadership responsi
bilities.

Other than U.S. Ambassador Leonard Woodcock,

was the first American official- to meet- with him.
in his introductory remarks noted that I

Mr.

I
Zhao

had discussed inter-

national relations and Chinese foreign policy with Premier Hua
the previous day,

and said that his remarks would concentrate

on China's domestic and economic policies.
more than two hours.

The meeting lasted

. ·

·

-
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Vice Premier Zhao said that it had been one year since
China had put forward the policy of
ing,

and readjusting its economy.

consolidating,

restructur-

The new transformation

could be summarized as emancipation of the mind and more
lively economic policies.

The transformation is still in the

initial stages and China's leaders wil.l continue

it.

The goal

is to unify the socialist system with the commodity economy
and to integrate planning with the use of markets.
three principles:

There are

that the means of production be publicy
-

owned,

thus showing the superioritY: of the socialist system;

secondly,

from each according to his ability,

ing to his work
-- as formerly);
state planning,
premises,

Mr.

to each accord-

(rather than "to each according to his need."
and thirdly;

that the economy be guided by

but with flexibility in planning.

Zhao said that

of organizing produ�tion.

With these

China could adopt Western methods

Some of China's friends were con-

cerned about China's ability to carry out these principles
and some believed there were forces opposin� the transformation,

but this is not the case.

was new,

China would develop it through experimentation,

stant study,
problems�
and a half.
start,

Because the t ransformation

and research.

con-

The point is to solve China's

There have been great changes in the past year
If some doubted the transformation at the

there were fewer and fewer of them now.
.;

:-:

.,_

·!.
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Vice Premier Zhao described China's goal of achieving
modernization by the year
Secretary of

He noted that Assistant

2000.

State Richard Holbrooke

this meeting)

{who was present during

had said in a rec�nt speech that by the year

2000 China would reach the level of the United States in the
late 1970's.

But China's goal is not so great.

China's es

timation is that by the beginning of the next century it
might reach the level of the United States in the early 1970's,
l_

or close to· the early 1970's.
of the past

30 years,

But based on the experiences

China's leaders know that,

population and weak economic basei

with a large

it would be very difficult

to solve the problem of consumption and accumulation.

China

could not concentrate too much effort and try to speed up
development too much by accumulation.

Longing for

high-speed

development without giving thought to improving the. livelihood
of the people would pot bring about good results but would
rather bring disproportion
for sustained,
is only at a

.into the economy.

stable development

"medium"

level.

China hopes

even if the growth rate

The growth rate might be

just

a little lower th�n the seven or eight percent per year
mentioned by Mr.
Mr.

Holbiooke in his speech.

Zhao addressed the problem of bureaucracy,

has also been a matter of

which

concern to many of China's friends.

China does have both overlap and low efficiency in its enter
prises,

and

some of them have moved very slowly.

But this
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can be changed;
the workers'

it is not inherent.

attitude,

It is not the result of

but rather of the economic structure.

There has been too much concentration of power.

China had

attached too much importance to administrative measures
rather than economic measures.
of direct interference
no power of their own�

In the past there was a policy

in enterprises,

and they were left with

The enterprises were unable to solve

their production problems in an independent . manner.
has a

vast area with poor conununications

China

and transportation.

Only through transformation in the management structure and
in economic policy can there be a change to give more authori
ty to enterprises
to

as the basic units,

play a greater role.

In the

and to allow the market.

future,

planning should be flexible and should

China's economic
reflect only the main

It should be macro instead of micro,

lines of policy.

and

it should not be drawn up in a detailed and minute way.

Agriculture
The Vice Premier offered a number of descriptions of
China's recent ecOnomic development.
to consolidate,
the

restructure,

for the better.

·.

r·
·

..

''fine,"

and

"good results"

Agricultural production had taken a turn

Supplies of daily

markable progress.

efforts

and readjust· the economy over

past year and a half had·been

had been achieved.

On the whole,

necessities had made re

Over the past 30

years,

pig breeding had

-
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been the indicator showing the development of agricultural
production,

and a good performance here meant that things

were going well.

If'a household can raise three pigs,

means that great changes have taken place,

and the income

from pig breeding will equal the income from farming.
present,

it

there are too many pigs on the market.

At

Agricultur

al products_are in good supply in village market�
places.
In managing agriculture,

China had recently raised the

official purchase prices for agricu� tural products by a large
margin and had increased the decision-making power of produc
tion teams in the. counryside.

The new methods conferred

greater responsibility to the local level and in some cases
one plot of land is the responsibility of
group under the production team.

small production

are more priVate

The individual has room for

plots and village marketplaces.
greater initiative,

There

a

and this has brought the enthusiasm of

farmers into full play,

with very good results.

Industry
In industry,

Vice Premier

enjoy more autonomy.

Zhao said,

enterprises also

The main point is to recognize that each

enterprise has its own interests.
after those interests and,

The Government has to look

accordingly,

enterprises have
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certain
and

rights in determining production quotas,

in marketing.

In the past

the Russian style -an enterprise,

the

state.

China's industry was based on

style of

even a large one,

of the state administration,

in planning

the Stalinist era.

Formerly,

was totally under the control

with all income going to the

The state had also been responsible for purchasing

and for product marketing.

the enterprise was

always in

Since introducing the transformation

a passive position.
last year,

So,

workers have increased their enthusiasm for pro-

duction ahd also for management.
tential for

further

growth

There is

in this regard.

still great

po

P r ovinces have

been given more authority to determine production and manage
ment,

and this means that the state will share profits with

the provinces.
tions,

and,

Of course,

therefore,

each province has its own condi

the profit sharing

will be in varying

proportions.
Mr.

Zhao said that China had introduced an economy regu

lated more by the market

and not so much by state planning,

in that an enterprise can now sell part of its production
to the state and
sold

In the past,

to the market.

all products to the

of production
in

� art

state.

It

was

thought

enterprises

that the means

were not commodities and thus could not be sold

markets, ·but things have changed in this area as well.

example,
kets,

steel and other raw materials

a nd enterprises may,

price bargaining.

For

can now be sold in mar

in certain circumstances,

engage in

-

Vice Premier
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Zhao noted that light industry has also

made significant progress during the past two years.

The

production growth rate of light indust�y has surpassed that
of heavy industry,

which,

compared with the past,

was very

rare.

Energy
In describing Chinats energy .situation,

Vice

Premier

Zhao said that China had rich resources but tight supplies.
There is an energy crisis in terms of supply,
large coal and hydroelectric power resources.
surveys have estimated coal resources at
Hydroelectric potential is estimated at
So

far,

China has exploited

hydroelectric resources.
example,

but there are
Geological

600 billion tons.
600 million.kilowatts.

approximately three percent of its

The Northwest and Southwest

south of the Changjiang

(Yangtze)

River

�-

for

-- are

regions of significant potential which could generate hundreds
of kilowatts very easily.
in

exploiting

There �re prospects for cooperation

China's hydroelectric potential.

The United

States has sent a,.·delegation to do survey work on hydro re
sources.

China is short on infrastructure such as communica

tions and electricity for developing industry and the rest of
the modernization program.
has to strengthen

To speed up modernization,

its infrastructure,

China

particularly electricity,
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transportation, and ports.
tion

in these fields.

China could enter into coopera

The country has .two great advantages:

rich manpower and natural resources.

The main difficulties

are lack of capital and modern technology and a bureaucracy
determined by the economic structure.

The Effects of Transform:atibn
Mr.

Zhao expressed his view that good results had been

achieved thus far

in the economic transformation.

ers and peasants have �ncreased their income:

Both work

last year,

each

worker received a bonus equal· to rouqhly two months salary;
and farmers'
the

income has risen by 11

percent�

In urban areas,

"problem of employment has been solved" for nearly nine

million people.

China had never before built so many apart

ments for city dwellers.

Energy

production has increased

by only three percent in the past year, but industrial develop
ment has been up by eight percent.
1.1 percent

There is an estimate of a

increase in energy at the end of 1980 and about a

seven to eight percent increase in industry.
mally been a greate·r growth in energy

There had nor

than in industry, but

"we changed that," and the rectification marked an important
success.

It also shows that there used to be great waste in

energy consumption.
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United States-Chinese Cooperation
Vice Premier

Zhao informed me that he believed that,

in Sino-American cooperation,

each side should try to make

up for the other side's deficiencies.

In problems

in trade and technological cooperation,
them with a long-term perspective.

share the common interests of

we should deal with

Our

be seen from tre strategic perspective.

existing

cooperation
Our two

should

countries

"undermining hegomonist

aggression .in international affairs."

We also share a common

interest in economic affairs.

The U.S. and China should

cooperate with each other

on a

long-term bas i s in the eco

nomic field as well.

labor power,

kets of China are of

The

resources,

and mar-

great significance to the U.S.

Certainly China needs capital and technology

economy.

from the U.S.

As China permits the Chinese market and the economy to de
velop gradually,

then Chinese markets can absorb m ore Ameri

can commodities.

Some American friends were doubtful about

Sino-American economic cooperation because our trade volume
is not that great and cooperation between the two sides
certain fields

is_. not as smooth as it might be.

only a temporary phenomenon.
.

We should

in

This is

look ahead and see

the prospects for further expansion in our economic ,relations.
If China is to introduce American technology and American capi
tal,

China

must consider its ability to pay.

China must pay
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with its own commodities.

At the same time,

China's American

friends should. help China selL its commodities so as to enable
China to introduce more u.s.

capital and technology.

China

has set its policy to enter international markets and to
strengthen economic relations with foreign countries.
continue to carry out this policy;

Party-State
I

It will

there will be no change.

Relations

asked the Vice Premier what the interplay would be

between both the National People's Congress and the recreated
Party Secretariat and the Sta�e Council in formulating and
carrying out economic plans.

Mr.

Zhao said that the Party

Secretariat is the front line working organization directly
under the leadership of the Politburo
of the Chinese Communist Party.
China

of the Central Committee

By setting up the Secretariat,

would be able to allow the older members of the Polit

buro to put more emphasis on

important work.

The Secretariat

is in charge of the day-to-day business of the Party Polit
buro.

The relationship between the Secretariat and the Polit

buro is the rel�t,ionship between the first front line and the
second line.

The relationship between the Secretariat and

the State Council is similar to the relationship between the
Central Committee and the State Council.
Council,

_..

.;

In the State

discussions will be carried out on matters concerning··

-
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the economy and administrat;i.on.
plans and directives,

-

But regarding the basic

the Etate Council always works under

the leadership of the Central Committee as well·as·the Party
Secretariat.

The relationship between the Secretariat and

the State Council is the relationship between the Party and
the Government.
P eople'�

The relationship between the National

Congress and the State. Council is that between the

Executive and the organ of supreme state power.

Arms Sales to Taiwan
Vice P remier

Zhao told rri.e that normalization of rela

tions between China and the United States has developed
satisfactorily on the whole.

But China disagrees with the

continued American arms sales to Taiwan.
feel

strongly about these arms sales.

States

The Chinese people

Last year the United

temporarily suspended new sales of weapons to Taiwan.

But starting in January,

1980,

the U.S.

announced plans for

new sales.

He noted that the U.S. Government also approved

the sale of

$280 .million worth· of arms to Taiwan.

He ex

pressed great concfrn about the possibility that the u.s.
would sell the advanced·FX medium-range fighter plane to
Taiwan.

This,

he said,

absolutely runs counter to the

principle of the communique normalizing relations between
China and the United States.

Such a sale would only add more

-
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difficulties to the reunification of Taiwan and

China.

It would

also be detrimentalto the stability of Asia and the Pacific
·
Zhao said that this would also be against all aspira

region.

tions of the Chinese people and was not in conformity with the
strategic interests of the u.s.
help but

make a public reaction,

China,

therefore,

could not

The Chinese leadership has

repeatedly stated that the Taiwan problem should be viewed in
st-rategic and long-term perspective,
be viewed

Zhao said.

It should

in terms of the "strategic interests of both countries

in opposing the Soviet·hegemonists."
continue to put
motherland",
future.

Mr.

If the United States should

up obstacles to "the returning of Taiwan to its

no one can say what will happen in Taiwan in the

The Soviet Union has its own calculation.

China has

stated on several occasions that in handling the problem of
Taiwan,

the U.S.

Congress should not do anything which is

"inimical to the development of Sino-u.s.
to the return of Taiwan to

the motherland."

In response to Vice Premier
Taiwan,

relations or inimical

Zhao's statement regarding

I told hi� that the United States has not approved the

sale of the FX plane to

Taiwan.

Moreover,

ty that the FX will be manufactured.

there is no certain

Any future prospective

sales of the FX would be carefully studied by the Congress.
I said that

I was sure that the Administration

had not determin�
<

.
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ed whether it would even propose such a sale to the
which has the opportunity and the duty
such sales,
that

I

and,

if it so decides,

Congress,

under the law to study

to reject them.

I

stated

would convey to President Carter the concern Mr,

expressed

about the proposed sale of the FX to

Zhao

Taiwan.

Additional Meetings and Visits
During my stay,

I

met and talked with a number of other

Chinese officials in Beijing and elsewhere.
discussion

with Foreign Minister Huang

Great Hall of the People on July 9.
expressed

I

had an extended

Hua at a dinner in the

The Foreign Minister

great concern about developments in the Middle East,

and emphasized the importance that China attaches to a stable
Middle
I

East.
also talked with Vice Foreign Minister Chang Wenjin,

and Han Xu,

Director of the Department of North American and

Oceanian Affairs of the Foreign Ministry.
dor to the U.S.,
the meetings.

Chai

Zemin,

Jo Chaozho,

of North American and

The Chinese Ambassa

was also present for several of

Deputy Director of the Department

Oceanian Affairs,

of the Standing Committee of the

NPC,

and Li

Ruihan,

accompanied

member

me throughout

my stay in China.
Vice
1975

and

Premier Deng Xiaoping,
in Washington in

1979,

with whom

I

met in Beijing in

was away from

Beijing but sent·
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his greetings,

Everg.reen :conunune
Among the most interesting and telling experiences of my
trip was a visit to the Evergreen People's Commune,
I

near Beijing.

was able to make a comparison between this visit and another

commune

I

had visited in 1975,

and

I found a considerable

contrast.
The.commune is composed of more than 1,000 households,
with a population of

4,300,

The commune concentrates on

growing vegetables and fruits,

and raising ducks and pigs.

Most of the land is irrigated,

and the level of mechanized

labor ha� increased

considerably,

although there is still a

large amount of hand work.
Leaders of the commune told me that they have been able
to improve considerably the livelihood of the commune resi
dents in recent years�
about

$368,

or

Last year's per capita income was

$730 per worker.

A new and significant development was the fact that each
household is all�wed a private plot fqr its own use,

The

residents of the household can use what they produce in these
plots as they please·--

for their own use or for sale.

The commune leaders said

that compared with the u.s.,

they are lagging far behind' in agricultural technology,

but

they are determined to improve production and want to learn
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from the U.S.
This represented a remarkable change from the attitudes
I encountered

in 1975,

when there was a heavy emphasis on

ideological rhetoric and a very narrow approach to managing
the commune.

I was greatly impressed with the realistic and

practical efforts being undertaken by the commune members.

Hospitals and Medical Care
I visited two hospitals in Beijing,
and the Xuanwu Hospital,

the Capital Hospital

and talked with the medical staffs

of these two facilities.
highlight of these visits was the opportunity to observe

A

from

within the operating rooms,

three patients undergo brain

surgery -- for removal of tumors -.,....
The

acupuncture was used rather

with the aid of acupuncture.

than an anesthesia,

patients remained conscious during the operations,
patients shook hands with me while

and the
One of the

the operation was underway.

Satellite-Launching Fac�lity
I

traveled ·to a

1n northwest
was

(rocket)

satellite-launching facility

China in the Gansu-Inner Mongolia area,

and

the first foreign official to· visit this site, _locatec1

a large military reservation in a sparsely-populated desert
region.

on
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I went by Chinese Air·Force plane to a point near
Jiuquan and then by train.and car to the launching area.
The acting base commander and other officials briefed me
on the capabilities of the facility�
I was given a tour of the launching site,
ground control·room,

the under-

the ground telemetry station,

and was

'

shown the computer and mobile telemetry station facilities.
We discussed military and technological application of the
facilities.

The Chinese expr�ssed considerabl� interest in

developing cooperation with the u.s.

in the u.s.

in the

scientific and technological areas related. to space and
aeronautics.

Other Areas·of Chiria
I also traveled to the Chinese cities of Hangzhou,
Kunming,

and Guangzhou .. (Canton)

these stops

I

for brief visits.

During

had the opportunity to m�et with local and

regional officials.
Of partic�T�r interest was my visit to Kunming,

where

I was received by Chairman An Pinshen of the Yunnan Provincial
People's

Congress.

traveled

south of Kunrning and was able to observe activities

in the rural

As

I

had done five years earlier,

areas and villages.

cultural region,

I

This is a heavily agri-

with intensive rice production.

The

-
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industriousness. and energy that were so evident among the
Chinese leaders was equally evident among those working in
the fields.
It was on this trip through Yunnan Province that
visited several bustling village markets,
of residents of the area
Th� surrounding roads were
from the market.

I

where ·large numbers

were selling their produce and wares.
jammed with people traveling to and

This typifies a significant new trend in

China and was unlike anything

I had seen during my

1975 visit.

Summary
The positive evolution of United States�China relations
in recent years is a highly encouraging development at a
troubled time on the interna tional scene.
short-sighted and. irresponsible

It would be

clearly contrary to u.s.

interests -- to attempt to turn back the clock in our rela
tions with the PRC,

as some have suggested.

relationship between the u�s.

and.Chin�

remarkable progress we have made
sequential blund��'
States,

China,

To alter the

would undermine the

and .would be a highly con

jeopardizing the interests of the United

Taiwan,

and the entire Asian and·Pacific region.

China is making significant changes in direction in its
economic planning and policies.

It looks increasingly to the

West and to Japan for assistance and as models for development,·

-33-

and is moving further and further away from the old

Soviet

model.
The Chinese leaders I

met expressed no interest in

building a military alliance with the U.S.
believe,

as

I

do,

However,

they

that there are a number of areas where

U.S. and Chinese foreign policy interests coincide.
The Chinese are eager to increase commerce with the
'

U.S.,

other Western nations,

and

Japan,

and

I

strongly

favor the growing economic relations between our nations,
and believe this can provide a solid basis for a long-term
cooperative relationship between the U.S. and

China.

businesses should be encouraged .to develop trade
tion with China,

u.s.

and coopera�

and China should be encouraged to develop

exports which would not be harmful to Western economies,
but which would help China earn hard currency.
I

believe that the U.S. has a real stake in helping

China to strengthen its economy and in the success of
China's Four Modernizations program.
peaceful,

A strong,

secure,

and modernizing China is vital to stability

the Asian-Pacific area.

in

China's leaders recognize the

essential importance of developing a sound economic base.
I

the

am strongly convinced that the U.S. should continue

course

China --

of steady,

gradual

growth

in our

relations with

a course that has been charted by two

Republican

Administrations and one Democratic Administration,
strong congressional backing.

with

This carefully constructed,

growing relationship with China should be a .cornerstone of
American foreign policy in the years ahead.

.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENST ·

SUBJECT:

Farm Policy

LYNN DAFT

About two weeks ago you met with several of your senior
advisers to

review economic conditions in the farm sector.

At that meeting,

USDA briefly outlined a number of actions

that could be taken to help moderate the decline in net farm

income now facing farmers.

At the conclusion of the meeting,

you asked us to develop a proposal for your consideration.

The results of our work,

which include a combination of

administrative and legislative proposals,

below.
Since
will

are described

close cooperation with the Congressional leadership

be required in our handling of this issue,

recommending

we are

that during your meeting with Senator Talmadge

and Congressman Foley you discuss a common strategy.

We

further recommend that you defer making a decision on this
package

until you have had the benefit of this conversation.

Background
For the past several months there has been a growing consensus
among farm state Congressmen, your farm policy advisers, and

farm people that some action is required to improve economic

Many Democratic members of
prospects for the farm sector.
Congress have been urging the Administration to "act boldly"

to ensure

against any possibility of·an economic collapse in

rural' America and to erase the growing perception that we
are either unaware or insensitive to the problems·farmers
now f�ce.

Grain prodttcers hav� been

fearful that product

prices· would fail to rise enough to cover sharply higher
bills £or fuel, fertilizer, interest and other ·purchased

inputs.··
between

(USDA estimates of the change in production

1978 and 1980 are attached at Tab A.)

costs

Although farm constituency perceptions are not always in.

conformance with the facts, it is clear to us that support
for the Administration's farm policy has been seriously
eroded by lower than anticipated commodity prices this
spring and by reports that

1980

net farm income will decline

•'
.·

-·

2
sharply {20 to 30 percent) from last year's relatively high
level.
As you know, most of the year-to-year decline so far
- has been to meat and egg producers but the suspension of
grain sales to the Soviet Union is being blamed {unfairly)
for much of the decline�--·_
Some of-the earlier arguments for taking action· have been
overtaken-by events.
In recent weeks ·livestock. and_ grain
_
prices have strengthened
marke:dly {Ta,b :B):� : ·l}Jtl10.l1 gh>!lli:u1y
believe the current drought qas_ .precipitated: the .ri.se in_
grain prices, other more fimdamental factors_ ·are also- at
work.
Hog-producers have adj usted production sq-ih�t- prices
are more in' line with costs and beef output is still at a
very low level.
The actions we took following. �the Sov_iet
Free �todks of �grn,
sales suspension are now taking hold.
for example,. are at a very low level._ In response to last
year's prices, farmers cut back on soybean and sunflower
acreage, and increased corn, wheat, and cotton plantings.
As noted above, the hot, dry weather has also had a price
effect.
Unless we get rain and cooling weather soon, corn,
cotton, soybean and spring wheat yields will be lower and
prices higher than earlier expected.
_

_

·

j

The major constraint to making changes in our farm·program
is the current budgetary situation.
To make modest administrative
changes in the basic programs will add about $400 million to
outlays, more than half of it coming in FY 1981. Enactment
of the proposed legislative changes could add an additional
$600 million. However, recent re-estimates of the :CCC budget
would make it possible for us to more than absorl::Lth� cost
of the proposed administrative actions in the mid-session
review estimate.
In fact, the USDA believes they will be able
to absorb $200 to $500 million of the cost of the proposed
le;gislative change as well.
There are several strong arguments for making policy adjust
ments -- some economic, some political.
Net farm income will be down sharply in 1980. Net farm
-:j..ncome was 25 percent lower in the first half of 1980 dl,an
in the· comparable period last year. _ The �ramatic _incre9-o�es
in crop production costs this year, when coupled with reduced
yields, rnake current wheat, soybean and.feed,grain loan
_-rates Jow· r�lative to past levels of support.
T-his is
partidularly true for wheat.
The cur�ent �2.50 loan does
not cover current variable production expenses for the
average producer.

·
.· .
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Both the Senate and House Agriculture Committees have reported
bills that require the Secretary of Agriculture to provide
special wheat and feed grain.loan rates for grain placed in
the farmer-owned reserve.
Regardless of what we .do, it is
very likely that the Congress will approve a versiori::pf· that
legislation<yet ·this ·summer. ··While your advi�el:'s:·agreed
Some mo1:1ths� ago to :suppo;rt thE;! 'concept Of� higher> �:oan� ,_for
grain ent'<:ring the ·r,es�rve, budgetary cohsidera:tions':h¢ive
thus far·precluded Our takirtg a position on th�'legislation
now pending in the Congress.
·

·

·

�

Although claims that the Soviet suspension is resp� n ible
for .most of the current farm economic problems ar
· e gr�atly
exaggerated, as noted above, the �osts· as�odiated with the
suspension have not been fully transferred to the general
taxpayer�. Instead, by isolating the grain in reserve and in
CCC hands, we have temporarily deferred the price depressing
effect.
Thus, some assurance that we will not allow the
stocks accumulated as a result of the suspension to serve as
a market depressant in the months ahead is badly needed.
Although higher loan rates and higher reserve trigger levels
would not entirely still criticism of the Soviet suspension,
we believe it would go a long way toward doing so.
It is
worth recalling that you committed to attempt to hold the
farmers harmless from the impact of the grain embargo.
A final reason for acting now is related to the current
weather situation and the crop outlook.
As noted a})ove,
crop prices have risen in recent weeksj partly in anticipation
of significant weather-reduced crop yields.
Farmer..,.owned
reserves of all grains are now in release status.
The
likelihood of a smaller crop this year adds to the urgency
of updating the operating rules of the reserve, especially
for corn.
Absent these adjustments, year-end corn stocks
are forecast to be at the low end of our preferred levels.
Such a stock drawdown would leave us vulnerable to even
higher prices in 1981/82.
The case for changing the wheat
reserve program is slightly less compelling, but there are
stili good reasons to do so.
A record large· 1980<winter
wheat crop has just been harvested.
Year-.end stocks will be
near �esired levels, regardless of our policy,.ftcti6ns.
·'Strengthening the wheat reserve will, however; cause more of
these stocks to remain in farmers hands, boost prices slightly,
.and provide somewhat more cushion as we enter ariother uncertain
crop production year.
Points.of Agreement
Following our earlier meeting with you, your advisers sought
to narrow the issues and shape a proposal that all could
support. They came to general agreement on the following
points:

4

o

The Administration should act soon. The longer we
wait, the more likely our actions will appear to be
reactive or politically motivated.·

o

Some increase in_ the _wheat and fee_d grain.basic loari
rcites :W,ould be desirable·,'; mainly hec.a\lse' ;doirig so .··would
automatically ':lncre�_�e.' reserve' _:rele.:{s_e an:4,;:cali 'prices
to levels more- in li'ne with' the''sharply 'higher costs of
produqtion. ·Modest increases ior. the· --l'�BO-:crops;:would
be consistent with our overali farm p_o1icy and_ would be
defensible on economic policy grounds.
-

·

·

o

Some adjustments should be made in the price levels at
which grain moves out of the farmer-owned grain reserve.
Adjusting loan rates automatically adjust�-�he reserve
release and call trigger prices as our agreements with
producers permit release without penalty when Wheat and
corn prices reach 150 and 125 percent, respectively, of
the current loan rate, and requires them to repay ·the
loan when farm prices reach 185 and 145 percent of the
loan rate.

o

As noted above, your advisers agree in principle that
we should provide higher loan rates for grain entered
in the farmer-owned reserve. They agree that such
flexibility would strengthen the farmer-owned reserve
by providing an additional incentive for its:use.
Since loan outlays are eventually .recover�ble, they are
preferred over other incentives, such as interest waivers
which are not recoverable. But we are not now able
to provide such loans. Obtaining the authority to
do so this year depends on passage of the legislation
now pending in Congress.

A Proposal
The agreed upon proposal has three major components. It
requires a combination of both administrative action and
support for a modified version of the legislation now before
the Congress.
•.

L.

.

Administratively increase
basic
loan ra·tes. The current loan rates are
2.50
per bushel respectively f6r. corn and whe �t � ··we ·--propose
to·increase these loan rates'to $2.25<and $2.80. These
increases are consistent with •• current Administr�tion
policy and would reflect an appropriate adjustment in
reserve release and call prices for the higher costs of
producing crops in 1980.

5

Politically, an increase in the basic loan rates would
be very well received, provided-it is of such magnitude
as t<;> be considered si�nificant
Increc;.sed loan :r:-ates
cont1nue to lead the l1st of pol1cy act1ons most sought
after b� farmers.
Increasing 16�ri rates will 'not· .:.
directly raise gra:'in .prices appreciably· but increa�ing
reserve release. arid call levels. will, if,. farmers'', u·s·e
the reserve
Furthermore, as . an action that can. be .
taken administrati�eiy,. it can _be done qufc
. kly .and.
would demon!?.trate Administrat'ion responsiveness�.
Increase the grain reserve release'and call prices.
The grain reserve release and call levels are crit.1cal
to the successful implementation of our reserve strategy.
As you know, farmers may sell grain from the reserve
only when prices reach the release level.
They must
repay their Commodity Credit Corporation loans when
prices reach the "call" levels.
•

.

•

.

·

.

2.

-

.

The corn reserve release and call prices are currently
set at 125 and 145 percent of the loan rate.
If the
basic loan for corn is increased to $2.25, as your
advisers propose, the new release and call prices would
be $2.81 and $3.26 per bushel, respectively.
These
higher levels would enable corn producers using the
reserve to sell their 1980 crop corn at prices that
would cover full cost of production for most producers.
The wheat reserve release and call prices are currently
set at 150 and 185 percent of the loan rate.
If the
basic loan for wheat is increased to $2.80 per bushel,
as proposed, the new release and call levels would be
$4.20 and $5.18.
These release and call prices are not
quite as favorable relative to costs as the ones we
propose for corn.
However, given the budgetary consequences
Of a higher release (fewer loans would be repaid) ,
the fact that a good winter wheat crop is now being
harvested, and in the interest of program simplicity
(retaining the current percentages) your advisers compro�ised at the $4.20 and $5.18 levels.
Support Congressional passage of authority to·provide
higher loans for ·farmer·s u:s·ing the reserve.
The viability
of our reserve pol1cy depends, over ''the long� run, on
its regular use by farmers
Farmers must have·· sufficient
incentive to put grain into the reserve or they will
riot give up their right to sell the grain .within the
marketing year.
Currently, when farmers place grain in
reserve, they receive the basic CCC loan and a storage
payment.
They pay no interest on the CCC loan beyond
the first year.
•

.

6

In the past, these incentives have been_ adequate, at
least for feed gra.?,ns
But market prices and costs of
production have increased; relative to the ·basic CCC
loan ra'te, particularly: .for wheat. Wheat farmers are
now less. wil·l·ii:ig; . perhgps-. financially, unable, to _,give
up sale.s rec�ipts at: current ·price� in re.tur� :for a CCC
loan·', some 30 p¢rcent_:],qw.er. For a: farmer· to· plC\Ce his
grain· in. res�rve, _'the ',!pan must be high., encnigh. tb 'k.eep
the production· unit'solvent until sales can beJl1ade'at
the release price or·higher.
•

.

·

Getting farmers to use the reserve is in the longer
term best inter�st of both producers and consumers.
When crops are large relative to current market needs,
grain flows into the reserve and helps support farm
prices.
When crops are small, prices rise and the
reserve grain becomes available for current use.
The bills now being considered by Congress would require
us to make higher loans for grain entering the reserve
this year.
The minimum loan for corn entering the
reserve would be$2.25 (Senate bill) or $2.40 (House
The minimum wheat loan would be$3.30 (both
bill).
bills).

�

There is little in current information or in past
experience to tell us how large these special loans
need to be relative to basic loans to better manage the
reserve.
In principle, we should establish reserve
loan rates (in combination with the other reserve
features) at levels high enough to ensure that reserve
storage targets are met.
There is general agreement among
your advisers that a reserve loan of $2.40 for corn and
$3.30 for wheat would be adequate to attract the needed
grain into the reserve and do so without creating a farm
policy problem or adding unnecessa.rily to budget .outlays
or consumer costs.
The total costs-of producing corn and
wheat will be around $3.00 and $5.00,respectively for 1980
(land costed at average renter cost).
Secretary �ergland
believes the special loan for wheat should be $3.50.
He
believes that the current weather market conditions and a
market price of about $3.80 wi],.l keep producers from using
the reserve unless the special loan: is a.t the $3.50
level.
The 1979 wheat crop sold f,dr$3�82 a bushel, and
toqay, even in the face of all the: bad weather news is
'only $3.80 a bushel.
(Wheat production will be record high
even.though spring wheat in-the Northern Plains has been
hurt.
Also, it should be noted, the$3.80 is a harvest
P:!=' i. ce while the $3.82 is a season average price.)
Ih the
meantime, costs have risen so much that it would take a
$4.80 price for wheat producers to be as well off this year.
Secretary Bergland believes that letting this wheat be sold

·'\

:·
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('

at a below cost price is not good policy and that we
should do', wha:t we can to keep, this from happening.
Offering a $3�'50 reserve, loan for whea:t would add about
,.
$80 million .to the two- year cost of this paqkage,
. ···.:
'

' •

'

,-.

· -'

.

.

, ·· . .

• •:;.0 ••

The';'bi'l,.Is ri(?w before the Congress als o contain two
·ethel:" ·features ·that· reHate· to -·the-� operation Of:. the
'fa rm�:r�owh� Ci'
.reserv
_ e.�� :,Y9u � - �C1{7 isers .believe' these
features· sl)ould be deletecf. for. a combination of policy
and .. bu?getary.
p�ason�-. '·They'- are:·.
.
_

.

.

.._

' .·

;:

-

-

:

.

'

1)_

..

·.

The Senate bill
Reserve:t.o cin Interest�-Waiver.
�would require the Secretary of Agriculture to
waive the first year'interest charge normally
required of commodity loans for grain entering the
reserve.
Your advisers agree that this provision
adds little to overall program effectiveness but
adds unnecessary expense.
To the farmer, the
interest waiver represents a foregone cost at some
later date.
It does not put money in his pocket.
The USDA points out that supporting a $2.40 special
corn loan (15 cents above the Senate bill) will
help offset the interest waiver.
Mandated Reserve Release and Call Prices.
The
House bill would specify minimum reserve release
Your advisers agree that we should strongly
prices.
oppose on principle, all Congressional attempts to
legislate specific release prices.
The ingre
attractive it becomes to place grain in reserve,
the more likely it is that the release price will
become the effective government.support price.
If
the release price gets "too high", grain consumption
will be·discouraged and surpluses will accumulate
as they did in the 1960's -� only this time they.
will be owned by farmers arid not CCC.
Furthermore,
it is very important that the release and call
levels continue to be closely geared to production
costs and- that we maintain the administrative
flexibility to do so.
Budgetary Constraints
;Making any meaningful adjustments in our farm programs now
The
'will add to both FY 1980 and FY 198L_budget outlays.
admin'i�trative actions your advisers· are proposing add
approximately $450 million to the two year budget totals
The added
More than half will occur in-FY 1981.
(Tab C).
-�ost of the special reserve loan legi s lation would be .nearly
. l in eliminating· the
$600 million, assuming we are successfu
two objectionable features and that the Congress does not
fur-ther modify the proposed loan ·levels
.•

··�-.

8
The current estimate.shows outlays for all price suppo�t and
related programs have iildrease_d· ·$440 million for FY 1980 and
declined $175 million for FY i98i from the revised March
budget. ; The· estimates for -both years· have fallen sin'ce -t}1e
·
mid-session.:
: : rev:!-ew �,... by :$3'24 ·millioD: for FY -1980 ::anc;I· $165
million foi .. FY 198i-� . 'l'he· recent:':d_ecli�e in out:tay estimates
is mainly the :cohsequen9 e-o ( highe-J:.·fa_rm pric:;:es- .. -_for grains
and oilseedsi; and is. associabid. with'' lower 'production- prospects
due to the·-weather.
Higher . .fa
_ rm prices means fewer_ loans made.
_

_

•

Lower than expected outlays for the programs .,designed- to 1offset
the impact of the suspension of shipments to the tJSSR also
account for a significant share of the· reduction in outlays
from the revised March budget for all CCC financed programs
other than dairy.
As you know, we earmarked $2.8 billion
for the offset package.
Now that farm prices have moved up
enough to release grain in the farmer-owned reserves, and
have reached or exceeded the· levels that would have prevailed
in the absence of the suspension, it is clear that we will
not spend the full $2.8 billion.
Net outlays for the two
fiscal years are now expected to be between $2.2 and $2.3
billion.
Wheat and corn purchases total $964 million,
losses on contract transactions (including rollover charges)
will be around $550 million, and around $700 million has
gone to farmers who placed grain in reserve.
The current estimate is based on production prospects around
the 1st of July.
Since then, weather patterns have been
unfavorable --�-�rainfall below normal and temperatures, above
normal for a major production area.
The odds, therefore,
favor even lower budget outlays.
Thus, it is almost certain
that the administrative changes your advisers are proposing
would not require any upward adjustment in the March budget
estimate for CCC price support and related costs.
Hoever,
given the current weather conditions, CCC budget estimates
for 1981 must be considered tentative at best.

_

Since the proposed legislative changes were not initiated by·
the Administration, their co'st does not need to be reflected
in amendments to your March budget.
This will be a matter
for Senator Talmadge and Congressman Foley to work o.ut with
their respective budget committees.
It should be noted that
making the administrative changes we are proppsing makes it
eas-ier,.:.fOr them to solve their budget problem:.since t1:ie,. cost
of thei-r proposal is reduced as a result of our administrative
act;ions.
·

For the most part, the outlays associated with these_actions
are recoverable.
The major nonrecoverable costs are those
associated with the payment for storage costs and the waiver
of interest payments for the second and third years of the
grain reserve loans.

9
When we discussed this issue with you earlier, Secretary
Bergland noted that we might_be a.ble to realize significant
budget sav-ings through.:l�g:isl,a_t,ive �mendments to the dairy
program.
Since March·,- bud'9ef:.� _e-stimates _for the d�dry- program
have risen by $_531 milliori .:.fo'l:· FY 1980, cind $,389 million for
FY 1981. your _advise i,: s;'hay� conclud�d :f}1at· the _dairy program
issue �1:)¢\l:L:d be corisid-�red.>ap.:trt from_· t_�e 'iss.l:le: presepted in
this memoEaridum.
A separate decision memorandum ori dairy is
now beir1g prepared.
·

·

·

_

Recommendation ..
The combination of actions being recommended here could_be
modified in a number of ways.
Some of your advisers considered
recommending slightly lower levels of support, largely out
of concern for the inflation and budget effects.
Other of
your advisers leaned toward higher levels of support, given
the sensitivity of downwardpressure on farm income.
Yet,
all have concluded that their points of agreement far exceed
As a result, they have agreed that the
their differences.
actions described above strike a reaonsable balance among
competing economic, budgetary, and political objectives.
Even so, CEA and OMB continue to believe that the major
purposes of the proposed actions could largely be accomplished
with lower special reserve loans than the $2.40 and $3.30
being proposed.
Lower special loans, they point out, would
reduce the budget outlays, by perhaps $100 million and
reduce the potential consumer costs of these actions by a
comparable amount.
There is some room for you to-alter the
special loan for corn.
The Senate bill provides for a $2.25
special loan; the House bill contains the $2.40.
Both bills
would require a wheat special loan of $3.30.
While both CEA
and OMB support the recommended program, they consider it to
be the maximum you should support in your discqssion w±th
Senator Talmadge arid Congressman Foley.
They believe that
the budgetary and potential consumer cost implications make
it imperative that the Administration not support legislative
modifications that increase costs beyond the-levels of the
recommended program.
In summary, your advisers recommend a package that includes:
Increasing the basic corn loan from

$2.25;

$2.10

to

. Increasing the corn reserve release and call
levels from $2.63 and $3.05 to $2.81 and $3.26;
Increasing the basic wheat loan from

$2.80;

$2.50

to

Increasing the wheat reserve release and call
levels from $3.75 and $4.63 to $4.20 and $��18;

,

_ · ,_.,

; '
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Supporting legislation to provide higher special
reserve loans of $2.40 and $3.30 for corn and
wheat perspectivery;

and

Opposing legislation that would mandate an interest
waiver for grain in reserve and specific reserve
call levels.
As noted at the outset,

we believe you should discuss this

with Chairmen Talmadge and Foley before making your decision.
DECISION

/

Approve

(USDA,

President,
Disapprove

DPS)

CEA,

OMB,

Treasury,

Vice

. .

.:.._

3

TABLE 1

-

HAJOR CROPS: SUMHARY OF U.S. A \":3..\GE PRODUCTION COSTS PER PLANTED ACRE AND PER UNIT,

Cotton
Cost :. -..e:-.

1978
(final)

acre:
Variable
$172.f13.
Machinery-ownersfi1p:: 56.05
Overhead
8 .38
Management::::::::::: 23.65

Per planted

Tota l

Land:

Corn (bushe 1 s)

( ;:;ounds)

1979(pre1 iminary)

1980(p.·ojected/

1978-80

Barley

Sorghum (bushels)

19i8
( fina;)

197g(,::reliminaty)

1980(p:-o-

jected)

1 g 78
(final)

1979(pre1 i mi n a ry)

1980(projected)

1978

(final)

(bushels)

1979(pre- 1980 (Proliminary) jer.ted)

$97.79
30.83
7.18
13.58

$111.89
3 7 . 91
7.92
15. 77

$139.00
46.99
8.98
"19.50

$51.87
29.34
6.69

·

$231.69
84.46
10.51
32.67

8.79

$64.08
37.36
7. 37
10.88

$80.96

68.16
9.27
27 77

46.23
8.36
13.56

$48.30
27.66
7.95
8.39

$ 55.68
34.01
8.89
9.86

$68. 90
42.07
10.08
12.10

26G.U

305.45

359.33

149.38

173.49

214.47

96.69

1 19.69

149.11

92.30

108.44

133.15

54.61

69.55
47.14

75.42
46.87

86. 3 4
48.97

107.38
58 89

123.47
61.61

36.22
23.92

30 .1 5

46.24

49.70
29.15

52.50
26.35

65.72
31.36

80.41
36.75

.39.1
.134

.97
.31

1.03

1.04

.07
.14

.07
.14

.97
.55
.1 3
.17

1.37-1.63
.78-.93
.14-.17
.23-.28

1.06
.60
17
.18

1.16 :1.47-1.68
.71 .90-1.03
.18 ' .22-. 25
.21
.26-.30

:2.00-2.34

1.82

NA

NA

1.94
NA

2.52-3.01

NA

2.01
.11

2.26 2.85-3.26
.12
.11

.68
.45

.75
.49

91
.54

1.15
.57

1.37

2.53

2.67

3.76

2.82

3.15

53.2

61.6

49.6-59.2

45.8

47.9 40.9-46.7

$200 .26'

.

- - ------- - - - - -

Curr e n t
.
Acqu1s1t1on

. -·-----------__________

37.90

.

Per unit:
Var iable
Machinery-ownersfiip--Overhead
Management:::::::::::

.144
.061

.054

.467-.567
.170-.207
.021-.026
.066-.080

Total
value of byproaucts::::::

.6 67
.093

.599
.096

.724-.880
.089

1.49
NA

1.59
NA

Land:
Current
Acquisi!ion::::::::::

.140
.097

.1 36

.167
.104

.86
.49

.98
.54

Average renter cost

.806

.72 0

2.12

2.25

390

510

100.5

109.2'

______

Yield
-

--

-----

-

-

------- - - -

.441

.021

.018

.092

.946
408.5-496.2

.35

1.30-1.52
.44-.51.
.08-.10
.18-.21

1.24
.62
3.04
91.5-107.3

.60
.12
.18

•

.

.65

1.84
.84
4.25

Continued --

TABLE 1

- IIAJOR CROPS: SUI!MARY OF U.S. A\'EKAGE PRODUCTION COSTS PER PLANTED ACRE AND PER UNIT,

-

Wheat

Gilts (bushels)

1978-80

--

Continued

Soybeans (bushels)

(bushels)

Cost :.:e:-.

1978

(final)
Per planted acre:
Variable
Machiner;-ownersn1p-

-uvcrhcud
ilunu£icl;;c;,:; ::: : �=== :: :

$37.15
22.39
6.73
6.63

1979(pre

l imi nary)

$42.64
26.75
7.49
7.69

72.90

Totul

Lanrl:
Current

1930( pro

jectec')

$5!.lJ4

33.10
8.49

1978

(final)

$37.14
23.26
7.1�

9.35
�
102.88

6. 75
_ _
74.30

________

1979(pre

1980(pro

l iminary)

$44.97
28.15
7.95
8_.1_1

____
__
__

(final)

ss�.?O

$56.53
26.03
7.56
9,01

34.76
9.02

__
____

1978

jected)

9.95

.

1980(pro

1979(pre-

1 iminary)

jected)

$64.09
31.57
8.34
10.40

------- ----

-

- -

-

$ 77.38
38.99
9.46
12.58
- ------

09.18

109.43

99.13

114.40

13�.41

73.25
36.22

81 .33
51.10

93.48
54.61

105.66
56.23

1.93
.89
.26
.31

2.01
.99
.26
.33

2.44-2.73
1.23-1.38
. .30-.33
.40-.45

3.59

4.37-4.89

Acquisit1an::::::::::

54.87
22.89

68.28
26.75

85.74
32.70

46.97
24.16

60.30
31.31

Per unit:
Variable
Machiner;-ownersnTp-
-overhead
Management:::::::::::

.74
.45
.14
.13

.83
.52
.15
.15

.97-1.12
.62-.71
.16-.18
.17-.20

1.24
.78
.24
.22

1.38
.87
.24
.25

1.69-1.93

Total
of byprccucts:: : :: :

1.46
.65

1.65
.64

1.92-2.21
.66

2.48
.13

2.74
.14

3.31-3.79
.15

3.39

1.10
.46

1.33
.52

1.71
.65

1.57
.81

1.86
.96

2.36
1.17

2.79
1.75

2.93
1.71

3.52
1.87

2.09

2.33

2.89

3.69

3.93

5.00

5.33

5.53

6.97

50.1

51.3

29.9

32.5

28.9-33.1

29.2

31.9

28.3-31.7

Value

Land:
Current

Acquisit1an::::::::::

Average renter c ost
Yield

--

--

---

--

--

_____ _

- --

-----

-

46.5-53.5

1.05-1.20
.27-.31
.30-.35

NA

NA

NA

Continued --

· \.

r

I

•

\-

.
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TABLE 1

-

UAJOR CROPS:

PEK PLANTED AC:JE A>:i: :·:::: L'�H'!',
SUHIIARY OF U.S. AVER.-\GE PRODUCTION COSTS

Flaxseed (bushe�s)
1978
(final)

Co!!: ::e:n

Per planted acre:
Variable
Machinery-ownersn1p--Overhead
Managemer,t:::::::::::
Total
--- Land:
Current
Acquisi!1on
-

----

-----

_____

_
____

----

-

Rice (cwt.)

Peanuts (pounds)
jected)

1978
(final)

1979(pre1 iminary)

1980(pro-

1978
(final)

1979(pre1 iminary)

$195.31

$215.13
57.40
10.71
28.32

1980(pro

jected)

1980(projected)

'
$272. 62

$24.60
21.23
6.16
5.20

$29.72
25.69
6.81
6.22

$3 s. 7?
31.75
'1. 72
7.52

$270.00
54.76
17.52
34.23"

$299.58
66.88
19.48

$372.96
82.60
22.09

38.59

47.76

9.45
25.24

57.19

68.44

82.76

376.51

424.53

525.41

:.'77.61

311.56

391.07

32.12
16.04

38.08

44.89
19.28

104.67
93.81

114.00
100.56

121.03
103.88

i3.93
53.67

%.3J

17.99

74.69

102.75
75.52

3.14-4.47
2.78-3.97
.68-.96
66-.94

.104
.021
.007
.013

.116
.026
.007
.015

.139-.148
.031-.033
.008-.009
.018-.019

4.3 9
1 07
.21
.57

4.72
1.26
. 4
.62

5.79-6.18

.50
.42

2. 32
2.01
.53
.49

4.61

5. 35

7.26-:10. 34

;L'\

.145

.164

.196-.209
.005

6.24

6.84

NA

8.30-8.87
NA

2.!;9

1. 29

2.98
1 .4 1

4.63
1.99

.040
.036

.044
.039

1.-:.:;
1.32

2.�2

6.58

7.55

11.99

.189

.216

7.92

It.80

12.4

12.8

2,602

2, 586

44.49

45.54

�.;'.51

70.75
12.15
35.55

-

Per unit:
Variable

Machi nerT owiiersfil'p--

-Overhead
Managemer.t:::::::::::
Total

�'aluc cf :,y;rc����"

1979(pre1 iminary)

l97c-19t:O -- Conti:.-..:ed

· · -- ---

l.S8

1.71

iiA

. •

.JJ::i

.OJ!i

.

i1.:.

2

NA

1.50-1.60

.26-.28
.75-.81

------

i..Cl:l:l:

Current
Acquisit1on::::::::: :

Average rent:r cost

-

-----

Yield
------------

NA=

not

-

---

a�?licable

-

---

8.0-11.4

.047
.040
.263
2, 513. 3-2,677.9

J..64

2.25
1.66
11.04
44.1-47.1
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. Commodity €redi t Corporation
Budget Outlays� FY 1980 and FY 1981
(in millions of dollars)

FY 1980

FY 1981

President's :March 13 Qud ciet

3,216

1,382

Mid-se�sion review ._estimate

3,980

1,382

3,656

1,217

·_:

Most recent estirrtate

.... ·,

' ··

1

Proposed Administrative Actions

Corn loan
Wheat Loan

2-Year
Total
5

+165

+170

+146

+132

+278

+151

+297

+448

+

6

+159

+165

+137

+275

+412

+143

+434

+577

+

($2.25)
($2.80)

Total

Proposed Legislative Actions
Corn reserve-loan
Wheat reserve loan
Total

($2.40)
($3.30)

1
This estimate is extremely tentative, given current market
uncertainties.
USDA is now preparing another estimate which
we expect to be somewhat lower.

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 22,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HARLEY FRANKEL
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
PRESIDENTIAL PERSONNEL OFFICE

SUBJECT:

Presidential Appointment

\�

Attached for your signature is the nomination document for
Erich Leinsdorf, of Massachusetts, to be a Member of the
National Council on the Arts for the term expiring September
1986, vice George C. Seybolt, term expiring.
Mr.

Leinsdorf is currently a Conductor.

All necessary checks have been completed.
You approved this appointment on April

IE!sctil'os·hatCc Cop
y M£1lde
for IPr$sewst8fSn PtlBrpc
$es

15,

1980.

3,

c

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEETING WITH ARTHUR F. BURNS
Wednesday,

July

23,

1980

(15 minutes)

2:00 p.m.

The Oval Office
From:

stu Eizenstat
Josh Gotbaum

I.

,

Q
cnvv

IE�ectro�t�t6(; C@p}' M®d0
foi Presei"Jat�on Pu;opo�!;\

PURPOSE
To inform you about the
that he has formed,

"Committee to Fight Inflation"

and to urge you to support its

recommendations.
II.

BACKGROUND,
A.

PARTICIPANTS

Background:
Reserve,

&

PRESS PLAN

Dr. Burns,

former Chairman of the Federal

has formed a committee of former

senior

government officials to support a series of strict
measures to control

inflation.

The members include

several former Treasury Secretaries,
Chairmen,

and senior

Federal Reserve

members of Congressional Committees.

(A full list is included as Attachment A.)
is bi-partisan,

The committee

although most of its members hold

conservative economic views.
Late in June,

the Committee recommended a series of

proposals, usually for Congressional, rather than
Executive Branch, action.
In most cases, they recommended
slightly stronger

(or apparently

stronger)

versions

of policies the Administration is already followirig.
Specifically,

they proposed:

A statutory requirement that the budget be balanced
unless a deficit is authorized by a two-thirds vote
in each house of Congress.
De-indexing Social Security and other entitlement
programs.
A concurrent resolution of Congress endorsing
restrictive monetary policies.
An end to protective trade legislation and a
gradual dismantling of price support laws,
such as agricultural supports,
and the minimum wage.
Regulatory reform.

Davis-Bacon,

-2-

Scheduled reductions in business taxes in each
of the next several years.

Their proposal would

provide only very modest relief in early years,
to avoid renewed inflation.

They do not specify

what form of tax reduction they would support,
except to say that they favor "productivity
enhancing capital investments."
Other productivity-oriented measures,
larger outlays for R&D,
training programs,

including

better-targeted manpower

productivity councils and

other cooperative labor-management efforts.
Rapid decontrol of oil prices,

"and perhaps the

addition of consumption taxes."
B.

Participants:

Arthur F. Burns and Henry H. "Joe" Fowler,

former Secretary of the Treasury.
C.

Press Plan:

White House photographer only.

III. TALKING POINTS
(In general,

the Committee's proposals do not represent a criticism,

even implicitly,
so the

of the Administration's

anti-inflation program,

meeting might best be used to try to solicit Burns' help

in opposing a tax bill this year.)
1.

I am pleased that so distinguished a group has been formed
to remind Congress and the American people of the need for
continued action to

2.

I have,

of course,

fight inflation.

repeatedly stressed the importance of

continuing this effort,
recession,

even in the face of the current

despite the obvious political

I am sure you recognize

costs of doing so.

that many of your recommendations

are only very slightly different from policies I have
already adopted.
3.

In

all of my public and private discussions of measures to

enhance productivity and accelerate the recovery,

I have

been scrupulous in re j ecting any proposal that would
reignite inflationary expectations.
4.

Unfortunately,

I will continue to do so.

there is some support in the Congress

for

tax or spending measures that are exorbitant and that would
necessitate either enormous deficits or unattainable
spending reductions.

I have opposed such plans as being poor

economic policy and political gimmickry.
5.

I

would appreciate your help in this effort.

It is

important that support for a carefully-targeted productivity
enhancing tax measure, one that includes relief for those
who most heavily have borne the weight of inflation,
be characterized as partisan or purely political.

not

June
COMMITTEE TO

Chronic

INFLATION

inflation at unprecedented

levels ·is

to the stability

threat
and

FIGHT

political.

Since

of

pressures have not been

an

the

effective
citizens

successful,

with extensive

Founding
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social,

seri ous
public

A

experience

crisis

has

bro�d

of
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created
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of

for
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been
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Chairman,

Chairman of
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Board

Reserve System.

former Secretary

of the
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W.

Michael

John

W.

Blumenthal,
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former Ranking
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\Frederick
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Means

Deming,

W.
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of

the Treasury.
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of
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former Secretary of
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former Secretary
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the Treasury.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July

23,

1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FRANK MOORE

FROM:

BOB

SCHULE

GARY
SUBJECT:

We had a

... L:'in,

�'

.,,

FONTANA

Status Report on the Alaska Lands Bill

very good day

Alaska Lands

Bill.

in the

However,

Senate yesterday on the
we still face an uphill

fight and perhaps some very delicate negotiations in
order to achieve an

"acceptable" bill.

The Senate spent the entire day debating the Tsongas
Hart-Chafee amendment regarding National Wildlife Refuges.
Final action on the amendment will not occur until later
today.
During the day yesterday,
a)

A

Melcher amendment to reestablish the Porcupine

National Forest
b)

(defeated 30

to

66);

A Jackson motion to table the amendment

33 to
c)

three roll call votes did occur:

A

64);

(defeated

and

Jackson amendment in the

(defeated 33 to

nature of a substitute

62)

While the size of our m argins was somewh�t surprising,
have always

known that the "refuge

easiest for us to carry.

amendment"

Nonetheless,

it was gratifying

to see that eight of the nine Senators you called over
weekend
Inouye,
were

(Sasser,

Randolph,

Percy and Hollings)

with on Monday

Talmadge,

we

will be the

Williams,

the

Matsunaga,

and all three of the ones you

(Huddleston,

Ford and Bentsen)

voted

with the Administration on at least two of the three re
corded votes.
impressed

The environmentalists were particularly

with the success of your calls.

Of the members you contacted only Senator Cannon consistently
voted

against us.

voted

with Senator Jackson on his substitute,

lobbied

heavily)

amendment.

Beyond that,

Senators

Inouye and Matsunaga
(which Jackson

and Senator Talmadge voted for the Melcher

._

·._:
.

>,·

• .

-·

.

.

2

� ..

.

.

·.•.

Based on these roll calls, we should have sufficient votes
to pass the re:ftig'e amendment when it comes to a final vote.
The�:,t1ext ll)ato'r�· .amendment that will c9me up is the
Ts9ii'gastR6'th;,;.McGov;ern amendmer1t regarding the timberlands
in ·s.outhe'ast Alaska. The outcOme there is very much in
'doub-t.'-�:: :'bur :¢'urr:eil1t.'�h.�aqcbunt on the' 'southeast amendment
1 11
ShOW� "-4 5�,."yes". 'anq:: .:'�l.ean±!lg yes ;• 11 48 ��i�rl0�1 arid 11 lean:illg nO
arici�-�-i.-.".undec'ide4·� ;, .. ;:F:rom our pen3'pective, 'this is <the single
.. m6st:?;-±mportarit>·amendritent:. to the bill-:-�- ·unfortunately, it is
equallY . important" to .··senator Stevens who will .make every
pos'srhle effort�'to defeat it.
·.

.

.

'

'

'

.- ·

Senator Gravel has already announced that he is going to
mount a filibuster to·prevent passage of a bill. If we
succe�d in passing both the refuge amendment and the south
east amendmemt;...in its present form, Senator Stevens would
almost certainly join l.n the effort to block th� bill.
If we cannot get enough-votes to carry a major part of the
southeast amendment, we will be forced to go to conference not
only in a disadvantageous bargaining position but also over
the likely objection of the environmental community who
would then prefer "no bill" to anything the conference is
likely to produce. If, on the other hand, we are able to
develop sufficient votes to pass the southeast amendment,
we will still face a difficult set of choices.
The best we could hope for in that situation for Senators
Stevens and/or Jackson would come to us before any final
vote on southeast and attempt to negotiate a compromise on
the entire bill {much like the Ad Hoc Conference that was
tried at the end of the 95th Congress)�
If we fail to reach an accommodation with Jackson and/or
Stevens, there is little chance we could pass'c:a bilL .and
�ven�get to a conference {over Senator Jackson's objection)
and even less chance that we could defeat a combined Gravel/
Stevens filibuster and pass a conference report. ·In that
situation, the only available course of action would be to
attempt to make sufficient additional improvements in the
Senate bill that we could·. avoid a conference by. asking the
. :
House to approve the Sena:te�passed bill.
_

.

This would require suppor t . fr;om Senator Byrd {which we do
riot haye at the moment). -and ·-would r,�quire ·us. to give up on
th.e issue of oil exploration in the. bqucjlas, Arctic Wildlife
Range since there is no coriceivable·way. for us to win that
. amE:mdinent in the Senate now
•

.

Obviously, the most attractive course.of action is to
demonstrate sufficient strength on the southeast amendment
·to force Jackson and Stevens to negotiate a "deal." While
'at the:moment we do not have the necessary votes to do that,
we· are clearly in much better shape that we were even a few
days·· ago.
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MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

GENE EIDENBERG

SUBJECT:

Status of Cub
Centers

The resettlement of
proceeding,

��
�

Refugees

in Detention

Cuban refugees from detention centers is

but at a pace that is slowing.

We have received

approximately 116,000 Cubans since the start of the exodus
and 93,195 have been resettled.
22,086 remain in the camps,
as follows:

6,561

Ft.

7,379

Camp McCoy,

1,253

Eglin AFB,

6,438

Indiantown Gap,

Chaffee,

Arkansas
Wisconsin

Florida
Pennsylvania.

We were resettling refugees out of the camps at a rate of

1,000 per day.

That

rate has slowed to 250 per day pri

marily because. the State Department is

running out of funds

that can be us� d to pay for the costs of resettlement.

We

are working to·get Congress to include funds for these
purposes within requests already made by the Administration
to assist in the refugee situation.

I have asked OMB to

work with State to identify existing

resources that can be

used to meet this

important need.

It is also clear that we will have a residual population
numbering 5 - 10,000 which will be extremely hard to resettle.
This group is composed primarily of single, unattached
males, 30 years of age and older, for whom sponsors are very
hard to identify.
We will eventually locate all the non-criminal refugees
outside detention

centers,

but we will need to keep one

center operating into the fall because it will take more
time to resettle these older unattached individuals.

.-.

..;;....,

...

•

-2-

The Ft. Chaffee c�nter is likely to be the best location for
this· purpose.
I.-have talked about this prospect with
Gqve:�:::.no:r;-, BJll Clinton; who is doing some local consulting
Several hundred
for .:us ·· to· pave the way for such a decision.
ciyfi'i�h� jobs( ii) the' sur.ro'i.mding community depend .on this
dper�a.t.J:�)ii; "s.o there ·is some chance an.
' arinouncement of the
.dont'inued- us·e .. of'>·pt:·�.,-<c:tiaffee for several' more .months will
n�t be p_ol�iticaliy''·�Clmag:ing.
Obviousiy I ,we cannot achieve
th'e ··desired consoldiati6n until we have reduced further the
population a:t 'camp_ McCoy and Indiantown Gap.

·-�

'

,,

The only alte�antive to this process is to release the
refugees into the community without sponors.
To do so would
create .a severe ieaction in Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and
Florida for dumping people into communities without adequate
public or private support to meet their needs. Inevitably,
most of these people would migrate to South Florida, thereby,
exacerbating an already very tender community situation.

;

You should know that smuggling operations continue to land
an average of 100 Haitians and Cubans per day in South
Florida.
The Coast Guard is stepping up its efforts, but
some leakage is inevitable as long as Castro permits Cubans
to leave via Mariel.
Zbig's staff has asked State to work
on this continuing problem through third country efforts
•
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

7/23/80
MR.

PRESIDENT--

I have just seen Stu's
separate memorandum to you
on the Kirkland dinner tonight.
I think it is far more appropriate
for this dinner to be social
and relaxed,

rather than a

working business and political
dinner.

I suggest that you

use Stu's memo as background
only--not as an agenda.
One final item:
it would be
appropriate for you to tell
Lane that you intend to ask
Chick Chaikin to second your
nomination at the Convention.

Landon

.

'

'

July 23,

MEMORANDUM

��D M_�S.
BUTL�

FOR THE PRESIDEN

FROM:

LANDON

SUBJECT:

PRIVATE DINNER WITH MR.

BACKGROUND,

Date:

Wednesday,

Time:

6:30p.m.

�h31etro§t�t�� C�py �h7!��'1

1980

July

fer Pretlevvartaon fh&cr,t·&t�0Q

CARTER

:{ r�d--'
AND MRS. LANE KIRKLAND
23,

1980

PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN

Lane Kirkland's political leadership in the labor movement
will be very important in the Fall, and he is currently
playing an important role in the Kennedy reconciliation
effort; the timing for your dinner with the Kirklands
is therefore very appropriate.
Mrs.

Kirkland's first name is Irena

(pronounced EAR-na).

She has a fascinating background of her own:
twin sister

were detained in Nazi

during World War II,
There is no

she and her

concentration camps

and later lived in Israel.

press plan,

and the dinner does not appear on

your public schedule.
SUGGESTED CONVERSATION TOPIC
Lane spent most of May and June in Europe visiting the leaders
of European trade unions and participating in the ILO Conference;
Irena accompanied him on the entire trip.
Lane is a perceptive
analyst of E uropean politics.
He is a personal friend of
Helmut Schmidt;
he held

when Schmidt visited you earlier this year,

a private lunch in Lane's honor.

Lane took a strong worker delegation to the ILO Conference;
his delegates included Chick Chaikin,

Bob Georgine,

and

Marty Ward, all of whom are outspoken Carter supporters.
Lane's aggressive work at the ILO Conference contributed
to a successful outcome ·and made a lot of influential friends
for the United States.

I think both you and Mrs.

Carter would enjoy·hearing the
Kirklands relate their impressions from their trip.
Stu is sending you a separate note to bring you up-to-date
on Kirkland's role in the Kennedy reconciliation effort.

�··

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 23,

MEMORANDUM

FOR THE PRESIDENT

1980

�

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Your Dinner with Lane Kirkland

Permit me to make a few points regarding your dinner tli.is
evening with Lane Kirkland.
L
The compromise platform language was sent to the AFL-CIO
early yesterday.
We consider it a good faith step toward

resolving our dispute with Senator Kennedy, and equally important,
You
avoiding a debate on economic policy at�the Convention.
could express to. Lane your appreciation--for his willingness to
act as a mediator and your hope that this will be a successful
enterprise.
2.
Lane wants to say that we have a program which will back-up
the commitment toan economic recovery program which is stated

in our compromise platform language.
Bill Miller and I have
very generally briefed.Lane·on some of the potential items in
the package, but we have necessarily been very general since
nothing has gone to you with any degree of d�tail.
We are working out a package with a Fiscal 1981 impact,
would:

which

(a}

Offset all or·some part of the Social Security
tax increase going into effec� January, 1981.
We are leaning toward the Gephardt approach of a
This is highly targeted to middle
tax credit.
and lower middle income taxpayers and would have
an anti-inflationary impact as well.

(b)

A accelerated depreciation scheme which would
simplify depreciation, provide fbr. more realistic,
useful lives, and which:would be Dnl� half as
expensive as the 10-5-10 approach.-

(c)

We are considering,

but have made no decisions

on, removal of the· -marriage penalty, under which
married couples are penalized in the tax system
when both spouses work and the lesser earning

• ,,;.';
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spouse earns a 'cer-t ain percentage of the total
farnily·iricorn'e, and we are also·working at the
rernovaf\6:[ -�orne. portion of the taxation of Americans.
liv.frtg abroad as·an export incentive.
;( p,

:

���:

�-A /���a

work �
rd someth ing .rn t])e J:}eighborhood
.
of .a. ·$ 3 bilt'ion ·Jbudcj'E:rt: ''aiithq ri:tyJ. structural
·orient_ed :expenditur.e ··cornp�·neJ1.t:(:tl;ia1;:.: ·.isS�.a.:t·'t;tti s time
ill-d
' efined but whl.ch would be deslgned ·around
structural investrne,nts in Aiti�rh�a {e.g 0, expansion
of :P:9rt�... facilities .for coal ·e
. xports, weatherization
ofpublic buildings.)

w�:

··

.' -'

·

..
.

Lane's greatest interest is in industrial policy and in some
type of reconstruction finance corporation-type entity to help
In addition, Lane appears to
finance.industries in decline.
want some type of national tripartite committee or council,
as well as sectorial tripartite cornrnittees�where•appropriate.
There is less concern amongst your economic advisors with the
latter proposition than with the former. Charlie Schultze and
Jim Mcintyre have very real concerns about a corporation which
tries t o help industries which are likely to fail in any event ,
duplicating the "lemon socialism" tried by the British. Bill
Miller has some interest in this type.of proposal.
I think
there may be more common agreement a�ound the concept of an
industrial authority which would provide incentives for industries
to locate in areas hard hit by our decline in our industrial
base.
This, in effect, would be like the National Development
Bank which you had proposed·last year. This i� a cohcept, if
you accept it, which could.be announced but which would t�ke
considerable additional work and would be a Fiscal 1982 initiative.
I think it would be useful to sound Lane out on the above program
and t o receive his views"on it.
3.
He is particularly concerned about a settlement of a dispute
between the employees of the Postai Unionand the Postal Service.
You can telL·him that I have ,rne't wit:h. :Phstinaster General Bolger
and that Ray Ma�shall and Mr: Bolger have:now rnef, at my request,
and are trying to resolve �h�matter.
·

4.
He�may. raise with you the q � e.sti:ot:t. -of anJ.E:X¢ cutive Order to
d�bar companies which are per·sisterit�v'iolators 'of. 'our labor laws.
Yo.u 9oulcldo by E:xecutive.Order what�,.we··�a:tt��pt'.ed.io do in part
by our. Labor Law bill. You shotild ..be' aware:·that I have had
nl.lrnero\ls 'meetings on this isst1e- .but :tfia·t:.·i:t: il:{:;a.· very close call
,onj.wh�ther legal authority exists::ito'�ei±ssue. s_uch an Executive Order.
In any event, it is an open question as.to whether it is
advisable t o do so before the electiqn.
'
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Governor Reagan afid the people he will bring with him have
an atrocious record on key l:ab6r:-.andr.social is�ues of concern to
the AFL-CIO.
Their active and ehthusiastic,support will be
5.

essential in key industrial <states.
best to secure it·�t this point.

You might try to do your

